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To the delight of all attending the
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The Harvest Banquet and big class
Chicago, Nov. 17. Fresh eggs in convention ol the New Mexico
of F. W. Farmer Homestead
adoption
betional Association it was ascertained Brotherhood
today were like jewels
of American Yoemen
yond price. At least, so the butcher' a( n00n today that four hundred and was a great success last night.
and egg board here would have the forty-thremembers bad registered,
The campaign of 60 days resulted
which is a glowing tribute to the work in a class of i5 for that period. The
public believe.
"There are not enough fresh eggs; of the association and an expression lodge now has a
carpenter.
membership of ISO
coming into Chicago to make price '0f tne enthusiasm which is being members in good standing and this.
The state excused talesman Arthur
annual has all been accomplished In one
quotations worth while" said Presi-- j Bnown during its twenty-sixtGribling, William Brunner and Clark
dent G. W. Bull of the Butter and Egg icsj0n.
McLain.
ytar.
board. "We cannot place a value onj For tne first time during the con- This local order under the leader- The defense excused Brewster C.
fresh eggs if there aren t any ana, Tention tne gallery in the Hall of ship of State Manager Farmer will
Kenyon, A. C. Heath, T. H. Elliott and
If
this seems to be the condition.
Uepresentatives had to be pressed Burely reach a 300 mark in the near
Jacob Lansing. The defense has now strictest neutrality.
we named a quotation, it wouia iidve-jntB3rvice to hold the spectators future.
Texas Rangers Ordered Out
eleven and the state five peremptory
to be an ideal one what would bean(1 teachers and downstairs was one
The main addresses of the evening
com
Two
Nov.
both
for
l?.
Counsel
left.
Texas,
Austjn,
challenges
in case fresh eggs were be-- beautiful "field"
of ostrich plumes were by William Koch and W.
E.
sides were In consultation long before panies of Texas rangers today were the price
in."
jaud bird feathers, resting gracefully Davy, president and secretary of tbo
court opened concerning the men they ordered to the border with instruc- ing brought
Quotations on the two highest :on tne uata 0 lue fajr iadies who supreme body.
would excuse. The peremptory chal- tions to prevent any activity in
of newly gathered eggs, "ex-- seemed t0 form the major portion of
grades
Mr. Koch was introduced and he
in
revolution
a
the
toward
Texas
was
starting
begun by
lenging process
and "prime firsts have Deen!tiie convention.
tras"
was loudly cheered and applauded.
Mexico.
state, which refused Arthur Gribbllng.
and
and the "butter
egg) president Joseph S. Hofer presided Mr. Koch's talk was very interesting.
These movements were made after suspended
The defense then eliminated Talesboard will take action tomorrow on a tills
at the convention, Ru- - He said in part:
man Elliott. Assistant District At- a conference between Governor Col- resolution to discontinue quotations uert morning
F Asplund served as secretary
Hon. Foreman and Archers:
and
Wil
of
name
'
Ranger Captain Hugheswho on "firsts and "ordinary firsts.
quitt
torney Ford called the
and V. L. Griffin, "chief of publicity."
I have looked forward to this visit.
Darrow claims to have evidence that part of
liam Brunner.
Attorney
If the vote is affirmative, it will
The convention began its work Our slate manager has written so
There the preperations for a Mexican revo- mean that there will be no prices
checked off Jacob Lansing.
about 10 a. m., inspired by the music many good things about New Mexico,
was a pause as the state stopped. lution are under way in Texas.
ture.
from Chicago on eggs of any sort, asial grains 0f the Tucumcari orchestra and its people that I was anxious to
both
MINOR LEAGUES WANT
Then the defense excused
Clark,
Serious Situation Developing.
In other words, that the Republicold storage and refrigerator are not!wnich daiy iB gr0wing jn popularity meet you all
personally. I must conTO REDUCE COST. McLain and Brewster C. Kenyon,
cans and Democrats split even on the
Washington, D. C, Nov. 17 It is quoted. ,
Prof.
Frank Carroon of the Normal fess that what I have seen of you and
.
to
UnnA
B.
v..j.t
sworn
J.
to
be
box
in
the
a
that
the
serious
state officers, but
situation
governor
leaving
rne umeago urnier aim bb uimiu "(university delivered an address on your state, I predict a great future
reported here that
.having the appointive power, the Dem- Association Planning How to Make Sexton, W j. Andre and C. A. Heath, undoubtedly is developing in Mexico. just now defem ni in the federal ..vital Factors in an Effective School for our society here. (Applause.)
in addition to the three permanent Recent reports of disturbances in var- court proceeding n wmcn ine "v" System The Teacher." after which
National Sport Cheaper to the
crats have the best of it in the execu
I assure you Archers of Santa Fe
ious parts of the republic at first were ernment alleges conspiracy to unduly j. H Wagner, superintendent of the that if our society decides to have a
tive administrative ' department.
Magnates of Clubs.
jurors obtained earlier.
The excusing oi McLain by the regarded as based on nothing more put up the price oi irean eggs, iresu;city gc,h0ols in Las Cruces. talked on Sanitarium, I shall do all I can to
That the Republicans have the best
the School House as a fuctor. Both hnve it located iu your city. (Ap(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) state and of Kenyon by the defense than the ebullitions of half trained and otherwise.
of it in the legislative department.
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 17. How and the failure of the defense to ex- soldiers who found It difficult to readdresses were listened to with the plause.)
That the Republicans have the best to reduce
minor league owners cuse Andre were the surprises of the turn to the ways of peace. Now, how- NOTED JESUIT CONDUCTS
"You
greatest of interest. Alvin N. White
members
of it in the judicial and legal depart- consider what
the high cost of base ball situation.
RETREAT FOR CONVICTS. the newly elected superintendent of of the Brotherhood of American Yeo.
ever, reports are reaching Washingment.
continued today to be the most importschools of the new state, talked on men I welcome you as brothers and
McLain, as a banker, is of a class ton from various sources, indicating
The vote is closest on the supreme
Association supposed by the defense to be partic- that there is
of another revo- Prominent Priests and Governor Mills "The Curriculum" and several of his sisters in our order.
I am pleased
court and if the official canvass makes ant topic of the National
danger
of Professional Baseball Leagues, in ularly averse to any unsettled condi- lution which
Attend Concluding Services
points were vigorously
applauded. to see what a grand and noble race
may absorb within it
any difference in the result it will be session here.
and Make Addresses.
County Superintendent L. C. Mersfel-deyou are.
tions in business and to persons who the lesser and sporadic disorderly
there. As to the other officers, the
Second in interest probably are the make them so.
of Clovis also talked on the curricThe Rev. A. M. Mandalari, S. J., of
"I hope that when the F. W. Farmbands in various parts of the repubofficial canvass will hardly make any
a ulum and made a "Back to the Farin" er drill team with its beautiful Spanreported attempts of major league
Albuciuerque, who has conducted
Kenyon was thought to have been lic.
change.
owners to purchase outright southern marked by the state because of iAa
ish young ladies comes to our supreme
three days' retreat for the convicts at plea which was well received.
General Reyes Is Plotting.
The members of the supreme court
Then there was a discussion if it convention at Oklahoma City
clubs for use in training good mater- expressed
the territorial penitentiary, left for his
General
of
that
uisapproval
to
unofficial
will
returns
the
17.
Nov.
according
Austin, Texas,
Captain
to major league form.
today. This would not be better to eliminate
they will win honors that you all will
Harrison Gn.y Otis, publisher of the Hughes said he believed the outbreak home at Albuquerque
be Clarence J. Roberts, Frank W. Par-lee- r ial up
mass
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Milwaukee Gets Convention.
at o'clock, high
wasjther musical selections during the be proud of. Let me say right here
His varied investments, in
Times.
and Richard H. Hanna.
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 17. After the opinion of the defense, might was planned to take place within two celebrated by Father Hartman in the forenoon in order to expedite matters that we hope you all will see the neThe members of the corporation a contest
"him at the conference
With
weeks.
chapel, Father Mandalari,! but Ihe motion was defeated over-Mg- cessity of keeping your insurance
by five cities, Milwaukee to prove an unconscious influence and he
commission will be Hugh H. Williams,
were Range Captain Fox and Sanders penitentiary
Father Pugens,whelmingly and the young Tucumcari in force in this society.
day was selected as the next place of was excused for this reason.
Fourahegu,
M. S. Groves and 0. L. Owens,
and members of the state adjutant and Father Kueppers assisting. TheJ musicians smiled graciously as they
"An example has been placed be- meeting of the National Association of
general's departmieifCVFox end San- The ceremonies werelmpressive and played a dreamy waltz wilch set more fore you in that grand character,
v That Is 1he. final word unofficially. Professional
baseball leagues. The Andre, in his examination by the
The next word will be the official can- other cities withdrew. The associa- defense, said he was favorable to ders were ordered to the border after the convicts were deeply touched, than one fair head swaying gently
Brother Charles G. Richie
vass. However, plblicly, the Republi- tion endorsed the holding of "Annual unions, "if they keep within their the conference along with men in Father Fourchcgu addressed the con- - with the rhythm.
your past foreman. His claim has been
ex
and
.
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the companies who have been on de- viio ntftl.
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Hiram Unit nir fnnmo.
cans still claim the entire supreme Umpire Day" and of an annual "play rights, as chey
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Times
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Democrats
Governor
of
pressed
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followed
Intro-and
ceived
and
lent
was
the
j
by
court,
public instruction,
grounds day."
protection paid for in our
namited.
source, It was learned that General who also made an impressive address, iduced and delivered a splendid
the entire bench. Each side alleges
ad- - society.
seventh
of
men
few
the
The
last
now
mass
San
be
at
dress on "The Peace and Arbitration! "In closing I will say that Ihe work
Reyes
Antonio, may
there are enough errors in the official NEW COMPANY IS
Immediately after the high
were summoned to fill the va- placed under surveillance of Texas au- Mgr. Fourchegu imparted to all the 'Cause and the Teachers' Relation
returns to justify these claims. The
INCORPORATED AT ROSWELL. venire
tojin our society in your city has been
cant places in the box.
thorities.
The choir of St.lt." Mr. Ha.lley was introduced as! entirely satisfactory to us, and we
dear reader may take his choice or
Papal Benediction.
for
A. De Reamer was excused
Catherine's Indian school rendered the most loyal friend New Mexico
wait until the week beginning No- Guardsmen Will Turn in Their Equipappreciate the assistance you
deafness. W. H. Gaynor was excused
the music and the penitentiary choirjucation ever had and there was a
vember 27, when the canvassing board
given our state manager in
g
ment to Be Checked Up
because of an "unalterable opposition
some hymns.
mult of applause as he began to read ing him in the production of new
consisting of Chief Justice William H.
Tonight.
William
to capital punishment."
The Benediction was given and end-- j his speech. He thanked the educators! business.
Pope, Governor William J. Mills and
ed the season of spiritual refresh-- ! for the kindness shown him in many!
"Hoping that the same harmnnin.ia
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
Governor William J. Mills has ap- Nicholson, a grocer, was accepted as
ment.
ways and which he said he hardly de spirit will prevail upon my next visit
will issue certificates of election to pointed Pedro Ortiz y Pino of Galis-teo- , to cause by the defense after a brief
.
Father Mandalari found the peni served. He said that he had lived for to your beautiful city I wish you all
Santa Fe county a notary public. examination.
.the successful candidates.
was said that Heath was excused
in perfect order and the spirit many years, had rounded out a quar- God speed. (Prolonged Applause.)
It
tentiary
New
Company.
These are the unofficial figures:
The next speaker W. E. Davy was
prevailing among the convicts excel- ter of a century as an educator in this
Articles of incorporation were filed because of an idea held by John J.
McDonald
30,768
lent. Much credit belongs to Warden territory and had enjoyed every year introduced. He said:
McNamara, brother of the defendant,
ComFarmers
the
today
by
Supply
Bursum
27,839
Out Best Looking Bronco Romero and his staff.
of his work "because I love it," he
"Hon. Foreman and Archers, I was
pany, with office at Roswell, E. W. that any man born in tire county of Cut
added.
to have the privilege of visit
pleased
Mitchell is the statutory agent. The Kent, Englatid. would not be the
Bunch
n
2,927
Majority
Mr. Hadley then launched into his ing your grand old city of Santa Fe.
NATIONAL GRANGE TAKES
Is capitalized at $10,000, di- most favorable sort of a juror to try
company
Baca ...
29,202
UP KEGLEY CASE. address, praising the work of the Taft; I have read much about the citv ami
Owyhoo
vided into 100 shares at $100 each, an Irishman.
Martinez
28,631
peace congress, and declaring that us people and the many historic spots.
the stockholders being E. W. Mitchell, Talesman Nicholson was accepted
"You can hardly appreciate my surInternal Squabbles in Washington and the world today Is passing into epochs
32; R. P. Bean, Jr., 25 and W. M. At- by the state, and F. C. McCandles, a
571
Idaho Are to Be Aired in
Majority
equal to any in importance to those prise when I tell you that it surpassed
challenged ROPED. THREW, SADDLED HIM
kinson, 2 shares. The company will Methodist rancher, was
in the past. I refer to the era when my expectations.
Lucero
29,176 do a
Convention.
With all due honor
general merchandise business. and excused after he said he believed
Romero ;
28,600
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Law Is to be substituted for war." I say this; I mean the other states
McNamara guilty and could not give
Turn In Equipment.
Ohio, Nov. 17. Insurg (Applause).
The speaker dwelt at of the Union expect New Mexico to
676
Majority ... ...
Then Rode Him Into Boise entsColumbus,
Upon command of Adjutant General him the presumption of Innocence.
succeeded today in getting the length on the conferences of the Peace do great
A. S. Brookes, men in the National
things, and believe me that
Animal
the
Sold
and
veniremen ran out at
The list
charges against Master C. B. Kegley Congress and on the declarations of the people of the United States are
. . 29,318
:Sargent ...
Guard will see to it that all their this point and court adjourned until
$451
of
the
For
by
State
Grange,
Washington
President Taft which he characterized "iiAjuing your every movement. All
28,732 equipment is turned into their lockers tomorrow.
Delgado ...
of J. J. Hill, last as being of "the broadest nationality that
S. J. Hill,
capital wants is confidence and
the armory before tonight when
at
of
the and most commendable fraternity.'' when
read into the minutes
'
t,
will V,n
586 olT arAVAmmatit
nvnnarfv
they are assured nf
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) August,.
Majority
He said the peace congres was not have a harvest of
Idaho, Nov. 17. Marion National Grange.
Boise,
QUESTION OF SINCERITY
Marron
money ready'to be
29,396 inspected.
not
is
are
The
that
wom
He
said
Kegley
the
a
handsome
charges
young
peace congress was not Invested here.
RAISED IN TRUST HEARING. Kirkpatrlck,
Mirabal ... ...
. 28,727
an of 22 years, is under arrest here a resident of Washington and that he Prolonged
"We believe the Yeomenery
applause greeted the
will
EARTHQUAKE SHAKES
had
secured
his
election
by unjusti- speaker as he finished his address.
Presi- on the charge of being a daring and
prosper in New Mexico and why? I
.
667
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UP EUROPE. Attorney for Packers Quotes
fiable
methods.
thief.
will
tell
is
It
horse
alleged
on
successful
Col.
the 8herman
dent Taft
you; because a Brotherhood
Berger Speaks.
...
29,877
Clancy
Kegley and his friends want the
Act.
that unaided, she rounded up a large
McGill ...
During, the morning session. Col. ui American Yeomen has a square
28,423 Castle of Hohenzollern at Hechingen
that
at
aired
once,
charges
believing
oeai to offer to this commonwealth
band of wild horses belonging to a
is Badly Damaged Peasant
machine methods used in William M. Berger, formerly of Santa
. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) - cattle company in a lonely part of fixing the Jurisdiction of the Idaho Fe an funder ot the New Mexico Ed of New Mexico.
1,454
Majority
Camped In Open.
"Every one who affiliates with our
Chicago, 111., Nov. 17. James Shee- Owyhee county, selected, the best
ucational Association, and editor oi
"White
29,i43 (Bv Sneclal leased Wire to New Mexican)
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-United
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for
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today,
she
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me
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Majority
by National Master N. J. Batchelder, leacners
from
time
to
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of
SO
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the
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time,
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question
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29,372 ed the castle of Hohenzollern,
of New Hampshire, in fixing Idaho's
mat it win De an impossibility for
near Hechingen. part of sureties in the surrender of FIFTEEN OF CREW OF
that the first meeting was held at him
Emerson ...
28,865 steel Zollerberg
jurisdiction.
to keep the same in force when
indicted
the
Chicago packers last
and great
the Presbyterian church of this city
Statues "were disfigured
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old. Then again our society has
when
the
Monday,
were
includ25
originated
present
teachers
towers.
and
in
the
cracks
the
present
appeared
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Majority .. ...
one combining accident,
The kingdom of Wuertemberg was debated habeas corpus proceeding.
total
ing several from Albuquerque, among only
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) X PROGRAM FOR TONIGHT
XI
ArmiJo
29,065
sickness, old age and life in the Bame
shaken hard. In Ebingen five hunThe attorney for the packers, in
Quebec, Nov. 17 Fifteen of a crew X
AND TOMORROW. X whom were Professor Hodgins and R. contract.
Williams ...
29,719
S. W. Bryan, who was the president
the his argument, quoted President Taft of eighteen lost their lives last night X
dred
spent
persons
frightened
The following is the pro- X
Groves
29,580
"The general public realizes that
night around fires In an open field. on the Sherman act He referred to when the Norwegian bark Antigua X gram for the Educational As- - X of the Presbyterian Mission School of
I Martinez .
28,467
Duke City. In his address this they want a protection that helps a
the
with that last January, when the president was was driven ashore at Martin River, X soclation's convention
communication
Railway
Owen ...
29,638
tonight X
Colonel Berger discussed the man when he can't help himself.
place was Interrupted. The damage quoted as saying that the injection below here.
X at 8 o'clock at Hall of Repre- - XI morning
.Van Stone
29.228 was
of the schools of New Mex Therefore, you can readily see why
word
the
conditions
of
"reasonable" into the
widespread.
X
X sentauves:
of a century ago and this society writes such a large
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e
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just think we are only
X noon selected as the conven- X rlson.
Baca ... ...
28,831 $ BIG DEAL IN
the association at which so many ablo 14 years old and have today 157,000
X tlon city next year of the New
CAMP.
FUTURE
CHINA'S
GRANDE
ORO
X
Addre- , "The School and
members, and the reserve fund in the
Valverde ... ...
28,155
teachers were present.
Associa- IS UNCERTAIN X Mexico Educational
X the State," - Judge C. J. Rob- strong box in the City of Des Moines,
School
SuperintendCounty
3k
Seeing
tion.
Pur'
X erts, Raton.
George H. Paul of Iowa,
000,000 to protect our insurl
Roberts ... ...
29,333
- Iowa,
walkof
V.
this
ent
John
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officers
Conway
city
The following
First Experiment in Constitutional
chases Town 8ite for
ed members, each and every member
X
"Conservation of
Address,
Parker
29,251
Hnwn
Inc.
Mr
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ihe
laa
Pnnvnv
enX elected to serve during the
"
Government a Failure News$600,000.
X the Child's Energy," Professor
... . t 29,208
Wright . . . ; . . . . .
has been an usher at all the sessions deceased
parrying nig or her own costs and the
X suing year:
Not Enthusiastic.
New Mexican.
to
papers
the
Special
W.
J.
Searson
of
Kansas.
brother is not a burden to
...
Hanna
29,327
or
meet
of
other
convention
the
Suany
A.
W.
$S
Poore,
17.
Nov.
President,
the surviving member.
Alamogordo, N. M.,
Music, by orchestras and
Dunn ... "...
"... 29,058
Colonel
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the
to
week)
of
of
New
Schools
capitol
Wire
ings
Leased
Mexican) Jt perintendent
(By Special
George H. Paul of Iowa, has
Let me Just say a word in behalf
glee clubs,
Burkhardt
28,982
Berger said: "When I see John V. of our state
Peking, Nov. 17. China's first ex J Carlsbad, formerly of Clovis.
purchased the entire Oro
10 p. m., -- eception to visiting
Yeomen representative
down
there
me
it
reminds
Conway
Mrs. George
Grande Townsite, Otero county,
periment with a constitutional cabinet X
X teachers and their friends at
that what was said last night about of New Mexico and who has been
dominated by Chinese does not prom X Dixon, of El Rito, Assistant Su- - X1 X the School of
GOVERNMENT WILL REDEEM
from the Oro Grande Smelting
with us for many years; we love him
American Arch-giving the boy a square deal has more for
ise much except as a stepping stone to X perintendent of the Spanish- - X
P08TAL SAVINGS, BOND&
Company for $600,000. The
his honesty, sobriety and
aeology in "The Palace of the
truth
about
remem
than
it.
I
poetry
X
and
Normal
more
American
X
School,
permanent. The
something
deed which is being recorded
and you can Just put it down Integrity
X Governors."
in your
that
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to
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been
Conway
X
of
Johnny
Pe.
Santa
newspapers are not enthusiastic and X formerly
at Alamogordo, is the longest
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
one of the worst boys in school day book that Santa Fe Homestead
P. As-- X X Tomorrow, Saturday, Nov, 18.
. Secretary,
that
X
the
adminis
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D.
Rupert
17.
opinion
Nor.
the
The
of
express
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in
the
C,
will be the best local lodge in the
history
Washington,
X. Tomorrow, Saturday, Nov, 18.
(shouts of laughter) and yet when the southwest.
tration of Premier Yuan Shi Kai will
plund, of Santa Fe, publisher X X
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I
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X
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X
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"Before closing I also want to comtoday decided
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X
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a
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X
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to
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Johnny
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SnMcion exists In some quarters X Superintendent of Schools of X
tion was taken to maintain the parity
developer and a bright future
banquet and the general manAnd HE HAS (Prolonged
applause
that Yuan deliberately constituted a X Gallup and former Principal of "X X test at 8 o'clock in Hall of Rep-is expected for Oro Grande as
tot these bonds, the first sale of
in handling the same,"
X X tesentatlves. J .
(Con.
during which Mr. Conway blushlngly agement
government, a continuation of which X the Santa Fe High School.
a result of the deal.
which was recently made in New
tinuous applause.)
his
made
exit.)
be
to
92.5.
knew
impossible.
he
. York at the low rate of
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington; D. C, Nov. 17. Chairman Stanley of tho House steel trust
investigating committee, had a confer
ence today with President Taft, after
which he made a statement regarding
Governor.
former President Roosevelt's editor
Lieutenant governor.
ial in the Outlook on the government's
state.
o
Secretary
prosecution of the United Steel cor
State treasurer.
struc-tioporation. "I doubt that any one man,"
in
of
public
Superintendent
said Mr. Stanley, "will make up the
mind of the American people as to
One congressman.
the good or evil of the. steel corporaOne supreme court judge.
tion. I believe there are a great many
commissioner.
One corporation
members of the leg- facts in the case which Mr. Roosevelt
Twenty-eigh- t
does not know. I doubt that Henry
islature, including three Progressive C. Frick and Elbert H.
Gary made Mr.
Republicans.
Roosevelt
their
father
confessor with
elected:
have
That the Republicans
perfect candor."
State auditor
Mr. Stanley said the Sherman anti
Land commissioner.
trust law was a competent statute, but
'
Attorney general.
he believed it could be improved by
One congressman.
He indi
Two members of the supreme court. supplementary legislation.
cated that his conference with th
Two corporation commissioners.
members of the legisla- president related to that subject.
Forty-fiv- e

The figures" of both the Republican and the Democratic Central Committees have compared notes and
have unofficially come to the conclusion that the Democrats have elected:

'By

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif.. Nov. 17. Two
more jurors, making five in all, were
sworn in the McNamara murder trial
today. They are J. B. Sexton, a retired farmer, and William J. Andre, a
non-unio- n

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Washington. D. C, Nov. 17 Daniger of another well organized and for- midable revolutionary movement in
Mexico has caused the suspension of
return to their home Btations of the
American troops sent into the border
country during the Madero revolution.
The atti'ude of the United States is
one
of
apprehension of further
trouble, against which every precaution is to be taken to insure the
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The Little Store

'MAGIC

HAIR HEALTH

K M.

CITY" 18;
SANTA FE 8.

Take Advantage of This Generous
Offer.
Your money back upon request at
our store it Rexall "93" Hair Tonic
dcesn't do all we claim. That's our
You oblige yourself to
guarantee.
Could you ask or
nothing whatever.
could we give you a stronger proof
ot our confidence in the hair restoring qualities of this preparation?
We could not afford to so strongly
endorse Rexall "93" Hair Tonic and
continue to sell it as we do, if it did
not do all we claim it will. Should
our enthusiasm have carried us away,
and Rexall "93" Hair Tonic not give

JUST

Clovis Girls Seem to Have Basket
Ball Hypnotized to Fall Into
Basket.

this

to

IN

as

1

t

s

Insures

You for Months Against a Sick
Headache, Biliousness. Constipation or a Bad Stomach.

Put aside Just once the Salts,
Cathartic Pills, Castor Oils or purga
tive waters which merely force a
passageway through the bowels, but
do not thoroughly cleanse, freshen and
purify these drainage or alimentary
organs, and have no effect whatever
upon the liver and stomach.
Keep your inside organs pure and
fresh with Cascarets, which thorough
ly cleanse the stomach, remove the
undigested, sour and fermenting food
and foul gases, take the excess bile
from the liver and carry out of the
system all the decomposed waste mat
ter and poisons in the intestines and

GROCERY

st

The Delicatessen Store

TRY A TEN GENT
BOX OF CASCARETS

Hundreds of Santa Feans and visit

ors turned out at the armory last
Everything
basket ball
night to witness a
game between the High School girls
of Clovis and those of Santa Fe, and
Everything
Good to Eat and
even if Clovis, the Magic City, ran up
a score of 18 to Santa Fe's 8, the game
Brand
Under
Drink
was an exhiliration, from start to fin
ish.
The small baicony in the armory
be
Under the
was crowded long before the game
started and Game Keeper Morton
Represented
entire satisfaction to the users they Selignian was nearly exhausted from
Solitaire Brand
would lose faith in us and our state niaking change at the door, so great
ments, and in consequence our busi- - was tne throng and so many were
ness prestige wouid suffer.
there who had not purchased tickets
We assure you that if your hair is ia advance.
Those who arrived first
beginning to unnaturally fall out or nad n0 trouble finding good seats and
if you have any scalp trouble, Rexall tuose wno came a trifle late, well,
"93" Hair Tonic will promptly eradi- tny gtood up on cnaira 0r anything
cate dandruff, stimulate hair growth, convenint.
Two youngsters perched
and prevent premature baldness or on top tne inkers had a splendid
the above guarantee becomes opera- yiew of tne game until the ball came
Southern Corner Plaza.' Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40.
tive.
Two sizes. 50c. and $1.00. Sold tneir way and a nal dozen hands
PURCHASES.
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH
WE GIVE REGISTER
only at our store The Rexall Store were outstretc.hed to get it.
The Fischer Drug Co., 232 San Fran- Botn tams p,ayed a fine game and
cisco
despite the "high altitude" the girls
displayed wonderful breath control
WAITING.
and freedom from exhaustion.
(By Ninette M. Lowater.)
A eatur of
game was the sp,en.
.
Later and later the day comes up,
..shootlng.. by tne Magicians
sun
sooner
the
goes
Sooner and
marksmanshio that was
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
down;
Santa Fa 1ro
T,vnnnminnl
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
made a couple of "throws" that were
blue cup,
Mills
;aiost skillful, Miss Madeline
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
And the wind moans softly throug
of Governor and Mrs. Will- daughter
the town.
iam J. Mills, winning the thanks of
on Thursday and Saturday
thlR
Delicious Cream
ihn Canto Pcana fni nArffirmflnGT
The noons are warm and the sunsets
ieai.
bright,
Throughout the game, the cheering
But the birds are gone, the flowers
Black.
19
and
Phone,
tooting of horns showed that the
are dead,
rooters
were not only numerous but
Rhflftfa
liErht
And thA IpvaI
nf mnmlner
j a j
Find a veil of frost on the green
The game was slightly marred by
grass spread.
the large number of fouls called

We Guarantee

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1911.

j

bowels.
A Cascaret

tonight will make you
feel great by morning. They work
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
and cost only 10 cents a box from
your druggist. Millions of men and
women take a Cascaret now and then
and never have Headache, Biliousness,
ccated tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or Constipated bowels. Cascarets
belong in every household. Children
just love to take them.

m

the recognized leader of the Demo
cratic party in Wagon Mound, is being boosted by his many friends foi
the position of superintendent of the
state penitentiary. A petition circulated Saturday afternoon, asking for his
Puffs
appointment, was quite generally
signed. He took the petition to Albuquerque with him, and presented it to
the governor-elec- t.
Mr. de Baca has the endorsement of
some of the leading Democrats In the
state. The Fantagraph joins his many
friends here in hoping that he secure
Bome
the place. He deserves the best the
the
Santa
a8ainst
n,d,
The leaves still cling to the parent
the local high school girls' friends party can give, as he has worked
treS
But their ranks are thining day by complained in whispers or thfr action unceasingly for Democratic success.
of the umpires. But then, what could Wagon Mound Pantagraph.
day.
e
do against
They are caught away by the vagrant the Ancient City
Like R. L. Baca's Durham Tobacco.
cians?
While we are at it, we might as'
Like the frolicsome kitten at its' Governor and Mrs. Mills, many
from out well all take our hats off to Hon. J.!
visitors
and
cials
prominent
FOOD.
STOCK
INTERNATIONAL
Sole Agents For
of the city witnessed the game and W. Mullins, Democratic member-elec- t'
There's a tenseness in the mellow seemed to enJy 14 hugely for Jb? ot the first state legislature. That
All kinds cf floors, garden & field seeds is vlinC packa?
ALFALFA SIID.
girls of both teams were graceful, gentleman piled up 1759 votes, In the
air
A boding stillness, a sense of doom, Peasant smllers and at all times face of the fact that, he had served
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
winners or
good two terms as a law maker already,!
And earth, which late was gay and eitner buoyant
and had had plenty of time to make a
losers."
fair,
considerable number of political ene-- i
The L,ne P- Is waiting for winter's snow and
mies. That is not all Mr. Mullins did.
...
clovis
gloom.
Forwards Maybelle Davis, Mildred He established a new record in econoPhone Black
my, his total campaign expenditures
Morgan.
Phone Black
of the central
Centers: Essie Owens, Bessie Hyatt. outside of the hold-u45
45
MOUND THE STATE
Guards: Neva Odom, Katie Brown. committee being $3.65. Still more, he
never left his desk to campaign a sinSub: Bessie Wood.
gle day, and so far as known never
Chaperone: Mrs. V. L. Griffin.
asked a single man for his vote. All
SANTA FE
Death of Mrs. Love.
Mrs. Nancy Ellen Love died at Al- - Forwards: Madeline Mills, Opal San- - of which is going some in this day ot
ford.
political high lights and lavish exbuquerque after brief illness.
Five
sons and a daughter survive.
penditure. Roswell Register Tribune.
Centers: Emma Goebel, Helen

OWN YOUR OWN GUN. THE OTHER FELLOW IS TIRED OF
LENDING YOU HIS.
YOU WONT SPOIL
WHEN YOU OWN YOUR OWN THINGS
YOU'VE
SOMETHING
YOUR FUN FEARING YOU'LL "SPOIL"
BORROWED.
' IT'S "A SURE SHOT" WHEN YOU BUY YOUR ARMS AND AMMUNITION AND HARDWARE FROM US THAT YOU GET THE
BEST MADE.

Hardware

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

If It

14.

It

Hardware We Have

Phone 14

LOUIS NAPOLEON

i

ioub-wiuuc-

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

AttetltlOfl !

Bring your raw furs and hides
to us to be tanned and made into
the latest style garments, rugs,

Magi-breez-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

offl-pa-

,

rv.

LEO HERSCH

LUMBER c COAL YARD

J

Guards: Dorothy Satford. Lulu
.
Krick.
Subs: Miriam Cartwright, Comuelo
Bergere, Dorothy Hay ward.

Taken to Insane Asylum.
Antonio Martinez and Charles McDowell of Mora county, were committed to the terrtorial asylum for the
insane by Judge C. J. Roberts at Las
..

DAWSON COAL

" The
Quality Coal."

Vegas.

Near Union Depot

333 HICKOX STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.

FINE ASSORTMENT OF

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite,
nets, and Other Stones.

To select your stones for mounting
for Holiday Presents. They are

always acceptable.

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

PIANO
JESSE FRENCH
Fe Trail Curio
PIANO

THIS

the floor of the Sante

Co.

&

WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC,

AND

IS

ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

COMPANY

N

re ordering in
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO,, SANTA FE.
car-lo-

ad

LEARN ARD &
LINDEMANN CO.
E. M. Lehnor,

"

Expert German

They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start For BACKACHE. KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, IN'
FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
annoyingURINARY IRREGULARITIES
they exercise a permanent benefit.

cnargea witn Assault.
Alberto Flores, a hotel waiter from
Political Aftermath,
Trinidad, was arrested at Las Vegas
When the Carlsbad Current asserts
on the charge of assaulting with in- - that the Advocate or Tullis bolted the
tent to kill Tomas Delgado, another whole Democratic ticket in this coun- waiter. Delgado was stabbed.
ty, it is a common every day liar,
which is not an unusual thing with
Hung Jury.
r
the Current or Editor Mullane.
The Jury in the case of Policeman
TONIO IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
A. S. Leaton, at Roswell, charged with
Cor sale bj all druggists.
He Smiles,
assault with a deadly weapon, after Without recurring to politics more
being out 36 hours reported it could than we have to, it seems to us that
not agree and was discharged by with the legislature safely RepubliChief Justice W. H. Pope.
can, one W. H. Andrews is in a position to smile broadly at various and
Child Died on Street.
divers gentlemen who have been busy
Norman
For Best Laundry Work
Bartlett whetting their knives for him. Rosdied on the streets of Carlsbad while well Register Tribune.
his mother was taking him to a phyBASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
sician.
The boy had swallowed
After Big Job.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
The death
To the victor belongs the spoils.
strychnine by accident.
scene on the street was a most agon- The election of Gov. McDonald opens
izing one and the mother was frantic the way for many appointive offices,
with grief.
and already efforts are being made by Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
faithful members of the party to land
the choice places. Trinidad C. de Baca, Phone Red No. 23.
Sibole's Store Burned.
Phone, Red No. 23
The general merchandise store own-ed

and conducted uy George W.
at Mimbres, was totally destroyed by fire. The flames were discovered about 6 o'clock while Mr. Sibole
was absent eating supper, and despite
everything that could be done the
building and its contents were soon
a mass of ruins. There was no insurance, and the loss will be between
six and seven thousand dollars. The
origin of the fire is unknown, but it
was probably caused by a lighted
match being thrown among waste

New Mexico

FIRST CLAS5 HACK SERVICE
aHeee auaglea and eadale nireea.
Fer hire at pep
HACK
THEODORE C6&1ICK, Pre
LINE
CS&rCK'S
PkeM BlMk 112.
-

Relieves CATARRH of

the

BLADDER

and all
Discharges in

I24H0URS
bean the
Saeb
caprale

tuned?

Beware of (MlDtl
counterfeit.
Sola

DIKES MO 11111116

j

8an Miguel County.
El Porvenir Mining Company of Las
Vegas, operating in- Gallinas canon,
elected the following officers: Margarita Romero, president and general
manager; T. W. Hay ward, vice president; Dr. J. M. Cunningham, treasurer; Hipolito C. de Baca, secretary ; C.
C. Robins and H. C. Smith, directors.
If yeu want anything on earns
n New Mexican want aa.

Tn

crngrma.

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

HACK LINE

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call fer
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
yonr shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

POD' YS

Established 1900
Albuqurque,
Piano Tuner.

mounted

Animals and birds
at reasonable rates.

Phone 6619 Blk.

Santa

Fe, N. M.

F.F.GORMLEY

Why Import Mineral Water?
r

:

WHEN

YOU CAN

GET THE : :

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry. Leave orders

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

oal

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Wood

BATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILL08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
awea wood and lundim.
AVENUE
Depot.
Telephone 85

MONTEZUMA

Near A. T, A 8.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

t.

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
GAD C

1

A

IC

Uli sjAIX

Improved

and unimproved

City Properly,

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

PHONE RED 122

LIVERY STABLE
OPEN DAY AND NIOHT

Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single)
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CHAS. QANN, Prop.

Leaves Barranca en the arrival of
Telephone II.
the north bouna train and arrives at Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Taos at 7 p. m. :.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c.
way. Good covers lucks and good
Short Orders at All Hours.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo French Noodle Order 20c. a dish.
8tatlon.
New York Chop Suey 60c.

Whti ta

C&L 'Phone 9

Heed of AtijSInf
ia the LIVERY llhL
Driiers Fntsshel

CHAS. CLOSSON

Dea Caspar Ave.

ZOOK'S
Zook's Pharmacy
;

Benzoine, Witch Hazel and Almond Cream Co.

Zook's Pharmacy

the Complexion and Preserving
the Skin, and for the Relief and Prevention of Chapped Hands.

Phone

Phone

A Scientific Formula for Beautifying

i

213

,
,

I

Makes the skin soft.' white, smooth and velvety.
SHOULD USE IT AFTER SHAVING

Prepared only

at

-

-

-

-

W

j

-

"

213

GENTLEMEN

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
A est

'

Orchards

and lancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
.
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water
rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

La Salle Restaurant

safe

4sV4sV"&"4P

A

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Four-year-ol- d

Sao Francisco Street.

Now on

POMS

Ue for Results
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

Imperial Laundry

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
NOW IS THE TIME

POLITICS AND

READ for PROFIT

'

Gar-

robes, etc.

p

J. CRICHTON

R.

annrappers!

ffB

.'
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THEY ALL DEMAND IT.

Santa Fe, Like Every City and Town
in the Union Receives it.
People with kidney Ills want to be
cured. When one suffers the tortures
of an aching back, relief Is eagerly
sought for. There are many remedies
cure.
today that relieve, but do not
Doan's Kidney Pills have cured thouHere is Santa Fe evidence
sands.
to prove it:
Lino Romero, Palace Ave., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: '1 know that Doan't
Kidney Pills live up to the claimit
made for them. If I were not
of th fact, I could never been
induced to give this medicine my endorsement . There was a dull ache
In the small of my back that bothered
me and often I was obliged to lay oft
from work for two or three days.
Doan's Kidney Pills brought me entire relief and the few slight attacks
of backache I have had since then
have quickly yielded to the remedy."
Mr. Romero gave the above testimonial in January, 1907, and when
Interviewed on June 6, 1909, he said:
"I can speak as highly of Doan's Kidney Pills today as when I endorsed
them two and a half years ago. This
remedy has always benefitted me
when I have used it."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Fostes-MIlburJew York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
n

NOTICE.

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
'
In the Probate Court In the matter
of the Estate of Harvie S. DuVal, deceased, intestate.
Know All Men by These Presents:
Administrator
That Hugh DuVal
of the Estate of Harvie S. DuVal, de
ceased, intestate, has filed his final
.account in the above entitled matter
and that all persons having any objections to said final account and the
eettlement thereof are required to pre
sent the same within the time and in
the manner prescribed by law and
the probate court in and for the county of Santa Fe, Territory of New Mexico, has fixed and appointed Monday
the 1st day of January, 1912, at the
hour of 9 a. m., for the hearing of
said objectons filed to such said, final
account if any such there be, and for
the settlement thereof.
.
This administrator further gives notice that upon the settlement of said
final account, he will proceed to close
the administration of said estate of
said decedent and to obtain his discharge as such executor and the discharge of his surety as such.
HUGH F. DUVAL,

Administrator of the Estate of Harvie S. DuVal, Deceased, Intestate.

Santa

G. VOLNEY HOWARD
Fe, New Mexico, Attorney for

Administrator.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
,

(Publisher.).
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

N. M.
15, 1911.

November
Notice is hereby given that Luciano
Ortega, of Lamy, N. M., who, on October 18, 1911, made homestead 10134,
section 35, townTJo 07888, for SB
ship 14 N, range 11 E, N. M. meridian,
lias filed notice of intention to make
r
final.
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
OfHegister or Receiver U. S. Land 26th"
fice, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
day of December, 1911.

MEMBERS OF THE BUST

MEASURE OF

GIVE THE BOY

REPUBLICANISM

DEAL

A SQUARE

PAGE THREE

STATE LEGISLATURE

Properly Educated He Will Membership of Legislature
Demonstrates Triumph
Always Stand on His Feet
of G.O. P.
Says Prof. Searson
LEBTURE ON LAUD

Df

PROGRESSIVES

MYSTERY

ARE INCLUDED

A.

Dr. E. L- Hewett Pleases Large Democrats Can Muster Only
Audience W ith Views of
Twenty Six Out of
Seventy-Three- .
Central America.
-

An address by Professor J. W. Sear-soof the Agricultural College at
Manhattan, Kansas; a lecture on
Central America with many interesting illustrations by Director Edgar L.
Hewett of the School of American
musical selections by
Archaeology;
the Tucumcari High School Orchestra and the Raton High School
"Scherzo" or Glee Club; a brief business meeting at which final arrangements for an excursion to the Puye
cliffs were made; and finally a de
n

lightful social hour with refreshments
damserved by flashing, black-eyesels these were the features of the
night session of the New Mexico Educational Association held last night
at the Hall of Representatives and
attended by a large audience.
It was a session tremendously pleasing and interesting to the last degree.
The dome of the capitol, lit up by
myriads of electric lights, was but
au introduction to the blaze of glory
which greeted the eyes of every one
on entering the hall where memorable conventions, state and constitutional, have recently been held. The
bunting, the
pennants,
and "Old Glory," looked indeed resplendent under the rays of the electric lights and as the Tucumcari orchestra struck up a lively march,
every one felt enthusiastic.
President Joseph S. Hofer presided
a3 in the morning and introduced the
first speaker, Professor Searson.
d

vari-colore- d

The Boy Was His Theme.

Professor Searson is professor of
English at Manhattan, Kansas, and
his scholarly English at once made a
favorable impression on his auditors,
as did his delivery.
His theme .was one of interest to
tne average American, for it was
The Boy" and the lecturer made a
plea to "Give the Boy a Square Deal."
He said of education, that word so
much used all over the world: "I be
lieve education and its meaning can
best be illustrated by a pet cat which
falls, but always on its feet. Real ed
ucation enables a boy to stand squarely on his feet no matter in what po
sition he is thrown."
Discussing the work of educating
boys, the lecturer said: "A father
ought not expecet his boy to do what
the teacher tells him as quickly as if
the father himself sets, the EXAM
PLE." " .
And there was instant
applause,
showing the appreciation of the convention of this declaration.
Men a Teachers. .
Professor Searson paid a tribute to
the woman teacher and her woman
ly influence in the school room. He
the importance of the
emphasized
kindness and sweetness exemplified
by the woman in the role of a teacher
but he declared that there is a time
in the boy's life when the stern real
ities of life are best illustrated by
the man in the class room, the man
to set him the example of the courage,
the strength, the firmness that are
qualities peculiarly of the "sterner"
sex.
Denounces Saloon.
In giving the boy a square deal
Professor Searson, who halls from
Kansas, found that the existence of
the saloon in a community is NOT a
desirable factor and he said proudT can say with all sincerity and
truth, that NINETY PER CENT of
the boys in Kansas have NEVER

HI

The complete returns from Grant
ccunty, unexpectedly gave the Republicans another member of the
House, in the election of A. S. Good-el- l.

five-yea-

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

BOOK-GASE- S

IDEAL

STANDARD-COLONI- AL

the other hand, the returns
from Sierra county, place in doubt the
This
election of W. H. Bucher.
makes the House membership consist of thirty Republicans, one Proand eighteen
gressive Republican
Democrats.
The Senate consists of
fifteen Republicans, two Progressive
WILLIAM B. WALTON.
Republicans and seven Democrats.
Member of the State Senate From Grant County.
This Is the real measure of strength
of the Republican party in New Mex
ico, assures the election of w. H.
'
as
Manila. Mr. Walton spent his early
Andrews and another equally
S
X
to
40
the
lite in Altoona, completing his com-a
firm
and
years.
Age
Republican
strong
mon school education in that city.
Bom at Altoona, Pennsyl- United States, as well as placing X
X Later he attended the South Jersey
wholesome legislation on the statute SS vania.
X Institute at Bridgeton, N. J., graduat-Attended public schools.
book. The members of the first state X
5t
Graduated from South Jersey
ing therefrom in June, 1891. He en- legislature are the following:
X gaged in newspaper work for a brief
$
Institute at Bridgeton, N. J.
Members of the State Senate.
Journalist for twenty years. X time in Altoona, and in August, 1891,
John S. Clark of Las Vegas, Repub- X
Located at Deming twenty X came to Deming, Grant county, where
X
lican.
X be. entered the law office of S. M.
X years ago.
Juan Navarro of fc.ora, Republican.
X ' Ashenfelter, Esq, and under whom
Admitted to bar in 1893.
Louis Ilfeld of Las Vegas, Republi X
'
X
District Clerk three years. X ho studied, being admitted to practice
can.
X!at the November term of court, 1893
Editor Deming Headlight.
Thomas D. Burns of Tierra Amar-ill- X
X
Editor Silver City Independ- - x Shortly after coming to the terrlRepublican.
X tory Mr. Walton became connected
J. P. Sulzer of Albuquerque, Pro- X "ent.
X with the Deming Headlight, and in
X
Probate clerk.
gressive Republican.
Member of Legislature.
XjJuly, 1893, purchased the plant, conEpimenio A. Miera of Cuba, RepubTerritorial chairman of Dem- X' ducting it until 1898, when he dis- lican.
X posed of the property and bought the
ocratic party.
Isaac Barth of Albuquerque, Demoof Constitutional X Silver City Independent, which he
Member
crat.
Convention.
X now owns. In March, 1895, he was
E. C. Crampton of Raton, Republiappointed clerk cf the third Judicial
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX!
can.
William B. Walton is one of the district court b
judge Gideon D.
Re-pof
B
Clayton,
Gallegos
Eugenio
Democrats who signed the Constitu- - Bantz, moving to Cilver City and that
'
Jlican.
tion and campaigned for it. He has! time from Deming and held that ofPenjamin F. Pankey of Galisteo, Re- been in the legislature before and flee until the change of administra- publican.
every one liked him, Republicans as 'tion in 1898.
Squire Hartt, Jr., of Ranchoa de well as Democrats. This time, many
Mr. Walton has served his consti
Taos, Republican.
are glad he is returning, although the tuents ably in the legislature and was
Boleslo Romero of Los Lunas, ReRepublicans wish he bad defeated a probate clerk of Grant county. His
publican.
less able and agreeable a man than popularity is attested by the fact that
Reof
Charles J. Laughren
Deming,
he was elected as a delegate to the
W. D. Murray.
publican.
Mr. Walton is a native of Altoona, constitutional convention by a higher
Abelino Romero of San Marcial, Pennsylvania. He will celebrate his vote than any other of the candidates
fortieth birthday on January 23, two running in Grant county and during
Progressive Republican.
William M. McCoy of Mountainalr, days after the constitution is ratified the convention he secured many con
Republican.
by the people, and probably will cele- cessions for the minority from the
H. B. Holt of Las Cruces, Republi brate both events at the same time. Republican majority. As chairman- of
can.
His father, who died in 1890, was of the Democratic central committee he
Gregory Page of Gallup, Republican. staunch old Quaker stock. Brigadier came nearer carrying his party to
J. M. Bowman of Alamogordo, Re General James M. Bell, an uncle of 'victory than any other leader In four-MWalton, was provost marshal at teen years.
publican,
J. F. Hinkle of Roswell, Democrat
On
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Three different and distinct types of 5lobeA'irniel
Elas-tiBook-Casmade in dull or polish finish quartered
oak or real mahogany. You can select a pattern adapfed to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We carry the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.

c"

es

New Mexican Printing Company, sole agents, Santa Fe, N. M.

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
m all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated
address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent

r.

i

F. F. Doepp of Carlsbad, Democrat.

A. J. Evans of Portales, Democrat.
of Tucumcari,
C. H. Alldredge

Still the party looks to be the picture
of health. The rear of the racing car
is stacked with goods used en tour,
making the machine look like any

publican.

FINDING NEW AUTO
Democrat.
ROUTE TO THE PACIFIC
J. T: Mabry of Clevis, Democrat,
thing but a racer.
W. B. Walton of Silver City, Demo
Harry Drumm and Colonel Sellers
crat.
Will Seek to Find Less Difficult
COMPANY F 20;
Members of the House.
'
Path West of Albuquerque.
HIGH 8CHOOL .12.
Zacarias Padilla, Los Lunas, Repub
N. M., Nov. 17.
Albuquerque,
lican.
the pathfinder, in his A Speedy Game ' Was Put Up
Miguel E. Baca, Los Lunas, Repub Harry Drumm,
for the west yester
car
Staver
left
Young Men of This City at
lican.
Armory Last Night
Conrad N. Hilton, San Antonio, Re day afternoon about 2:30, to find a
new route to the Pacific coast, that
the thrilling Santa
Following
publican.
will be easier of negotiation than the
basket ball game played by
Thomas Cooney, Mogollon, Repub
Claimant names as witness:
present Westgard route. Colonel D. girls at the Armory last night. Com
lican.
Eulogio Sandoval, George Lathrop,
K. B. Sellers, president of the New pany F, First
A.
Tomas
Regiment New Mexico
Albuquerque,
Sandoourule,
Francisco
Filiberto Martinez,
Mexico Automobile Association, ac- National Guard
Democrat.
put a team in the Held
val, all of Lamy, N. M.
as
out
and
will
act
to tustle for the pigskin with Santa Fe
John B. Burg, Albuquerque, Demo companied him
' MANUEL OTERO,
pilot as far as his knowledge, after High School's elite quintette, result
.,
crat
Register,
the young man wi. be forced ing in victory for the soldiers, 20 to
Rafael Garcia, Albuquerque, Demo which
to shift for himself.
12.
crat
Notice for Publication.
Should the road explored by Mr.
Neither the soldiers nor the high
R. L. Baca, Santa Fe, Republican.
of
the
Interior,
Department
Drumm prove more able than the pres school boys showed
C.
Santa
Charles
any spectacular
Repub
Fe,
Catron,
Office
N.
S.
at Santa Re, M.,
Land
U.
ent known road in that direction it ability in shooting goals,
the Clovis
lican.
October 24, 1911.
will undoubtedly be officially recogniz- and Santa Fe
girls easily outclassing
Julian Trujillo, Chimayo, Republi ed and used in the A. A. A. blue book
Notice is hereby given that Cresthem as marksmen, but the boys cer
can.
cendo Roibal, of Pecos, N. M., who, on
which is to be published next year.
tainly displayed great bursts of speed
Republl
J.
Lumberton,
P.
Lucero,
Colonel Sellers expects to be out which strained the eyes-o- f
Sept. 4, 1906, made Homestead 9886,
the speclican.
will
Ho. 07754, for NW 4 SW 4 Sec. 2
when
he
five
about
four
or
days,
tators to keep up with them. Their
Las
East
W.
Vegas,
Tripp,
George
4
4
2
SE
SW
ana
SE
E
and
return to Albuquerque by rail.
SEEN A SALOON. (Applause.)
bright red uniforms, too, gave a dash
Section 3, Township 16 N, Range 13
The objection to the present route of color to the scene and hundreds of
Professor Searson vigorously re Republican.
Republican.
Jose
Tecolote,
Lobato,
3& Meridian,
has filed notice of Inten futed the statements made that pro
west Is the presence of so many mud young lady spectators forgot that
sion to make Final five year Proof, to hibition is more rigidly observed in Francisco Quintans, Las Vegas, Re holes and so much water along the tired feeling as they stood on chairs
establish claim to the land above des- Kansas than is the eight hour closing publican.
river roads. Of course this is largely and cheered for the team of their
Bias Sanchez. Wagon Mound, Re caused
cribed, before Register or Receiver U. of saloon in Nebraska.
by the remarkably wet season choice.
Professor Searson talked 25 min publican.
,S. Land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
has
beeq the lot of this section
that
The Line Up.
utes and he emphasized the point that Remigio Lopez, Roy, Democrat,
the 5th day of December, 1911.
this fall, but at the same time Colonel SOLDIERS
J.
Raton,
R.
Republican.
Skldmore,
. Claimant names as witnesses:
a teacher should go slow In handling
Sellers believes that a still better
Center, Wiley.
M. C. Martinez, Raton, Democrat
TCatarco Armljo, Vlriglnio Quintans, the "pupil problem" for there is
Guards: Small, Stevens.
road
than the one mapped out
Manuel Cordova, Taos, Republican.
Perfecto Armijo, all of Row, N. M., much to be learned about each indi
Forwards: Marsh, Pyoth.
so far can be found, which will be
Luis
R.
Republican.
Taos,
M.
vidual
Montoya,
N.
and Manuel Garcia, of Fulton,
pupil and Jumping at conclu
much more convenient and less hard-uou- HIGH SCHOOL
Marcos
Pro
de
C,
Baca, Bernalillo,
sions is not a satisfactory or fair
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Center, Kaune.
than the present road.
Guards: Cartwright Harvey.
Register. method of "giving the boy a square gressive Republican.
Auto Party.
Another
O. L. Toombs, Clayton, Republican.
deal."
Forwards: Friday, Fiske.
Cole racer,; forty
a
in
Traveling
J. D. Casados, Clatyon, Democrat
At the conclusion of his address
Umpire: Ellis of La Vegas.
Mr. ana Mrs. G. S. Rob
horse
power,
TIMETABLE ALL
W.
James
Chaves, Willard, Repubthe applause lasted several seconds
Referee, Koogler.
C. J. Othic arrived yester
end
erts,
LOCAL TRAINS and testified the 'appreciation of an lican.
day afternoon from Chicago en route
intelligent audience for a lecture of J. J. Clancy, Puerto de Luna, Repub- to the Pacific coast. While having
Fair and Colder Weather That is
lican.
this kind.
left the prediction of the weather bureau
Albuquerque
The fallowing are th ume tablet
they
nothing
against
John Young, Gallup, Riiubllcm.
Professor Searson will speak again
tmt the leeal railroads:
Albuquerque about ten minutes after for tomorrow.
Increasing cloudiness
S. McGillivray, Gallup, Republican.
tonight on "The Conservation of the
, arrived
making their way to yesterday afternoon, with a light snow
. r. Ry."
A.T.
W. H. H. Llewellyn Las Cruces, Re- they
Child's Energy."
;
Leave
Moriarty from which place they will over the mountains to the east at
- '
publican.
Dr. Hewetfs Lecture.
on down to El Paso and take the nightfall. There was a considerable
8:10 a. m., to connect with No. 3
Presciliano Moreno, Las Crucea. Re- go
Dr. Hewett's lecture and lantern
fall in temperature which probably
southern route.
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
slides seemed to delight the teach publican.
The party made the trip from the saved the day for tomorrow's excurReturning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10 ers very much. Dr.
V.
James
Glencoe,
Tully,
Republi Windy City .a about seventeen driv sion to the Puye. The maximum temHewett took his
p. m.
audience to a land and its people can.
ing days. The roads however, were perature yesterday was 48 degrees
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to which had an
Charles P. Downs, Alamogordo, Re bad. and the weather almost as bad. and the minimum 27
interesting history be
degrees.
onect with No. 1 westbound and No,
fore the arrival of Columbus In Amer- publican.
.2 eastbound.
ica. He showed Central America : J. W. Mullens, Roswell, Democrat
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m, where relics have been found telling J. T. Evens, RoBwell, Democrat.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con
.,
of a civilization that is W. E. Rogers, Roswell Democrat
nect with No. 7 westbound and No, eloquently
old and now of almost haunting mys
Hugh M. Gage, Carlsbad, Democrat
--eastbound.
..
tery.
Florence Love, Carlsbad. Democrat
Returning arrive at Santa Fe at
His pictures of the wonderful mon
P. E. Carter, Portales, Democrat.
Do you feel weak, tired, despondent, have frequent head
:$:35 P. m.
uments and temples, of the historical
F. J. Smith, Deming, Democrat.
aehet, ooated tongue, bitter or bad taste in morning,
Leave Santa Fe at 8:60 p. m. to
"heart-burntreasures of Guatemala, Yucatan and
belching of gas, acid risings in throat efter
A. L. Goodell, Silver City,
with No, 8 eastbound and No. 9 other parts of Central America took
eating, stomach gnaw or burn, foul breath, dizzy spells,
westbound.
poor or variable appetite, nausea at timet and kindred
the audience by storm and again and
Robert H. Boulware, Silver Cuy,
symptoms P
Passengers lor the Belen cut-of- f
again applause greeted the speaker. Democrat.
And Pecos Valley points should now
Dr. Hewett also showed views of
If yon have any considerable number of the
George H. Tucker, Hillsboro,
leave at 3:30 p. m. Instead of 7:20 the Puye Cliffs and the Frljoles can
above symptoms yon ore suffering from bilious
with indigestion, or dyspepsia,
as heretoiore. Connection leaves Al- on and gave the teachers a "fore- W. H. Chrlsman, Aztec,
." n ess, torpid liver
Republican.
v Dr. Pierce's Goldra Medical Discovery is made
buquerque ( t 7:55 p. in. Instead of taste" of the delights of a trip to the
most
Demo
W.
valuable medicinal principles
J.
Campbell, Tucumcari,
up of the
a. m.
cliff dwelling country which they will
known to medical soianca for the permanent
"
crat.
make tomorrow under his personal
cure of such abnormal conditions. It is most
J, L. House, House, Damocrat,
D.
K. a. fly.
guidance.
mcient Kver invigomtor. stomach toaio, bowel
OJo
D.
Antonio
Callente.
Vargas,
: Leaves 10:06 a. in. or aorta.
regulator and nerve atreagthener.
Republican.
.Arrive 4:20 p. m, front north.
The "Golden Medical Discovery" is not a patent medicine or secret nostrum,
Tranquilino, Santa Rosa, RepubliNew ex Ice Centre! fly.',
PILE CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
a fall list of its ingredients being printed on its bottle wrapper and attested
can.
.
,
Leave 6:48 p. m, eonfeets with Ma
Your druggist will refund money if
under oath. A glance et these will show that it contains no aJeohol, or harmP.
Manuel
SumFort
Manzanares,
ful
drags. It is a fluid extract made with pure,
east and 1 seuth and west
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
"
glyeeruM, of proper strength, from the roots of native American medical,
r ,
ease of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or ner Republican.
Arrlte 8.18 p. m. with
forest plants. World's Dispensary Medical Associstion, Praps., Batata, N. Y.
No, I
Protracting piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c. . W. E. Blanchard, Richardson, R- 1--

STYLES IN

Handsome
j
Wimfcei? Slaoes
Smart
Shoes and
Pumps for

.

Evening
Wear
Snappy, Strong
Shoes for Outdoor Exercises
Dainty Slippers
for your stay at
home. School
Shoes for Boys

--

s

.

and Girls.
This is the best place to
buy any and all of the
above styles. It is a
store that gives full and
honest values. We exercise care to see that
you are properly fitted.

.

.

--

;

,

You

get prompt, courteous, intelligent service
and the best value for
your money. Our idea
is to serve you as much
as to sell you.

What Ails Ym
'

1

,"

You are Welcome to Buy

.

or to Try.

'

a

hobit-fonni-

,

triple-refin-

ed

Where

Siality
Price
SJ
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A NEW BOOK.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa P Postofflce.
$2.50
1.00
2.00
60

!

Illustrated History of New Mexico

1

r.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mall
Delly, per week, by carrier...., .25
Weekly, Biz months
Daily,, per month, by carrier... .75
.65 Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by mall
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail

which is merely another name for cor.
ruptkmists, of both parties, ' mauled
the timid voters at will. There was
for this class no protection whatever
and bribery is alleged to have occur-red at all of the major polls, along
with flagrant violations of such laws
as we now have in connection with
elections. The various election boards
undoubtedly did the best that they
could to secure fairness but they were
si.nply overwhelmed by the actual
conditions. So were the peace officers
whose duty is extra hard at such
times."

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17. 1911.

An

By BENJAMIN M. READ.
Original, Reliable and Accurate

Up-to-dat-

d

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Historians and Persons of High Standing in
the Word of Letters. (Soon to Be Published.)

By Well Known

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND PRICES APPLY TO

BENJAMIN M. READ,

MARKETKEPORT

a,,

t,,.!

;

;;

BANK

OF SANTA FE
History-Commende-

IS IT CAUSE OR EFFECT? '
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
When the Democratic
NEW MEXICO.
:
:
:
- :
:
:
State Com SANTA FE,
:
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to mittee met in Santa Fe the newsboys
circulation
and
growing
sold hundreds of newspapers. When
very postofflce in the Territory, and has a large
or more have failed to register.
amon& the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
the legislature meets, the increase CONFIDENT SPIRIT REIGNED
The Raton Scnerzo, or Glee Club la
ON STOCK MARKET.
in the sale of all newspapers is marin the city and will make music at
ked.
But the presence of some four
fijNIONfffcgLABCTy
hundred teachers and educators in Buying Was Heaviest Among Specu-lativ- e the convention. This club has some
fine singers it is said and they will
Stocks and Close Was
Santa Fe the past few days has made
be appreciated.
Steady.
hardly any difference in the sales of
ALL TOGETHER!
A THOUGHT-INSPIRINPAPER. I
The cause is not difficult
newsboys.
The average politician (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) The University of New Mexico has The asperities of the campaign kept to ascertain.
icoxv vnrir. Nnv 17. The more conelecto
as
the
is
with his money; the
the
alive
free
and
a
by
uncertainty
by
easy
bulletin
Dublished in
paper
form,
... . . I
.
u s.u tr.L
are
Indent
state
some
on
the
of
of
has
E.
to
teacher
had
spirit wnicn was
officers,
average
skimp
the Universitv's President, Dr.
to
continued
market
stock
announcement
yesterday
his meager salary to make his trip to!
MONEY AND METALS.
Queen Gray, on "How the Curriculum dying down. After the
influence trading today. The demand
ninvoi
or,
t k
St. Louis. Mo., Nov. 17. Lead firm
o the Secondary School Might be Re- - of the result of the official canvass
the 4.254.271-2- ;
While Dr. Gray looks1 they will disappear altogether. The ed three times before it is spent. Yet, expanded and during the morning
Spelter higher 6.60.
constructed."
Although the
advanced
steadily.
st
threats
the
of
not
schemes
retaliation
and
if
and
a
teachers
it
that
different
from
be,
GRAIN; PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
angle
might
at the subject
.
spec-..the
Chicago 111., Nov. 17. Wheat De
than does the ordinary man who views of punishment of political opponents, educators took a little more interest buying was heaviest among
illative stocks, cains ranging from cember 95
isf
j i
May 100
the training in the public schools ' freely indulged in by the more zealous
one to three points were recorded in
Corn December, 64
May 65.
merely as a preparation of the boy or partisans on either side, will seem they were a little more liberal in their
the
from
The
change
in spending, that the returns would be! every quarter.
May 50
Oats December, 47
girl to become a factor in industrial less practical and commendable
of
the
& week or two,
than they do today. manifold in knowledge, in influence, heavy tone of the earlier part cessa- life yet, he declares:
was ascribed in Part to
hasten the day
Pork January, 16.47
"I am thoroughly in sympathy with In fact, the election seems to have in power, and nfwould
sales.
so n month
thfi tion of the heavy
all
iat0art
out
around,
handed
40.
h..
glory
enough
school
for
Lard January, 9.37
the
of
the desire
secondary
vlews
by
The
RiGbs January, 8.62
nrri1 nut so mat wnne neiiner siue auaiutsu average salary of teachers would be!- Roosevelt onexpressed
expansion, legitimately
also
trust
the
question
canWOOL MARKET.
and in due accordance with the in- all it desired, yet, each side received $250 a month. The New Mexican
stimuand the next three years not conceive of any teacher being were referred to as a factor in
17. Wool,
something
St. Louis, Mo., Nov.
technical
for
efficiency
need
creasing
enthusBullish
the
market.
or
a
lating
Mexico
she
worth his or her salt unless he
and western mediin every department of employment. at least, will give New
Territory
steady.
of
march
the
with
iasm
grew
upward
As this is keeps posted on the great events that
government.
The time has gone by, when the preums, 1719c; fine medi'ims, 1618c;
prices. Extensive buying by importtransition period, it should be tak- are transforming the world daily.
paration of the student for college the
ant speculative interest, conveyed the fine, 12 15c. Livestock
of
couM be properly regarded as the en advantage of for the upbuilding
impression that large lines which had
convention
a
hoodoo
is
commonwealth.
Las
Vegas
main object in secondary education; the
been Ibid higher up were being re- - - Kansas City. Mo.. Nov. 17. Cattle
such work can nowadays form but a In this, H. O. Bursum is setting alla city for the Republicans. Twice that placed. United
States Steel touchfT Receipts 1;000 including 20U soutn-651-the Republicans held their territorial
small part of the business of a fully good example. He is the man of
ems. Market steady. Native steers,
which brought it to within'
in
New
the
Meadow
voters
in
the
thousand
convention
the
City,
the
sixty
It is true,
equipped high school.
since
reached
the
of
figures
$5.259.00,'' Southern steers, $4.00
most
highest
with
followed
been
was
dealt
who
Mexico
has
convention
fulfill
by stinging
secondary school has a duty to
to
50
month.
last
the
6.25; southern cows and heifers, $3.00
collapse
case
and
most
the
third
in
yet, defeat, and the
time,
unjustly,
to the college hut it owes a higher grievously and
f2.75
A block of 8,500 shares was pura
sore
not
has
of Delegate W. H. Andrews, defeat
he
he
that
natiy cows and heifers, 3.75
declares,
the
and
at
nation
the
to
large,
duty
were
7.00; stockers and feeders,
to go into was so near that its shadow could be chased at 64
is
he
and
that
Improvements
spot
ready
pre-j
to
held
must
be
claim
national
narness lor lue upuunuiug ui jjiusyei- - seen and felt by candidates as well as fully as large in various other influen- 5.75; bulls, $3.254.75; calves, f4.00
Tvnnrferata nvpr all others.
7.25; western steers, $4.007.00;
The Republi- tial stocks. American Smelting was
has turned aside for the time campaign managers.
"For the high school, with its cur-- "y. He
in this cam- up 41-4- , Reading 3, Union Pacific western cows, ?3.005.00.
mistakes
their
cans
"
"
began
concluto
its
logical
riculum carried
and
writes as follows in urging a step that
when they took away from 2
Market
Amalgamated Copper 2
10,000.
Hogs Receipts
sion, is In effect the people's univer- will redound to the benefit o the ma- paign,
the
Pacific 2
Northern
convention
that
the
Fe
Santa
Bulk of sales, 16.10 6.55;
steady.
sity; it is the only place where the terial interests of New Mexico:
Bonds were strong.
Capital had been promised and which
Heavy, $G.506.60; packers and butchordinary boy or girl by which I mean The New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M.
it thought it had secured. The Demo- Dealings contracted and there was ers, $C.306.55; lights, ?5.906.45;
those who are precluded by circumGentlemen I notice that a move crats held tneir convention nere. ine trifling reaction. Subsequently the pigs, ?4.255.50.
stances from receiving the benefits of ment
has been started towards obtain result? Well, look at the election re- - market rose easily to the highest
an
Market
education-c4,000.
Sheep Receipts
further or higher formal
a
exhibit hall to be turns, which are doubly significant j again witn the ,jman(i vigorous for steady. Muttons, $2.744.00; lambs,
ing
be prepared for the battle of life; located permanent
near the Alvarado hotel at when it is remembered
that NewlTTnion Pacific and Amaleamated Con- - $4.00 5.80; range wethers, and yearland it is the duty of the high school to
on the Santa Fe railroad Mexico is a
Republican per.
Albuquerque'
dethe
As
them
adequately.
ings, 3.004.75; range ewer, $2.00
equip
for the purpose of maintain commonwealth.
property
London was- a considerable factor 3.75.
ininstruction
technical
mand for
j
....
i . i. ..m.n1.
SJ.L.
a permanent hall for horticulture
in the forenoon advance.
creases, the odds against the untrain- -- ing
Chicago, 111., Nov. 17. Cattle Re
Interest in the market died out to ceipts 2,000. Market slow, steady.
. Rsn- and agricultural display as a means The New Mexican is heartily in fa-- V....... , .QTlri thA
C'J. vAlllh
JUUll. rTAW VioqvIot.
W. C. McDon- a considerable extent in the latter Beeves $4.409.10; Texas steers $4
vor of Governor-Elec- t
ondary school that neglects to fur-ju-l state of New Mexico, this
building to ald's proposed policy of economy. The part of the day. Forecasts of tomor- 5.70; western steers $4.307.30; stocknish all the technical training it is be
built by the Santa Fe railroad com new state in the first few
years can row's bank statement indicate a ers and feeders $2.905.75; cows and
capable of imparting will fail to jus- pany. I take it that this
proposition afford no extravagances, it must take cash loss of $6,000,000 principaly as heifers
calves
$5.50
tify its position in view of the steadily vould
$1.905.75;
naturally come under the manof every indirect ource of a result of the Canadian gold ship 8.25.
advancing standards of the nation.
advantage
of
of
Bureau
the
agement
Immigra- revenue so as to keep the direct tax ment. General Chemical jumped five
"The truth is, the need of the hour tion.
Hogs
Receipts 24,000. Market
points on the announcement of an ex- Slow, steady. Light $5.906.571-2- ;
lowest
:ate
notch
the
at
is not for less vocational training in
pusible.
The horticultural and agricultural
mixed $6.156.67
sinecures as tle coal oil inspec- tra five per cent stock dividend.
the high school, but for more. If im- interests of this
heavy $6.15
great state of ours
The close was steady.
6.70; rough $6.156.35; good to choice
mediate efficiency is to be for some are destined to become
torship must be abo'isied. Tn-- i rev.
one
of
the
Closing Quotations.
time at any rate the keynote in na- chief industries. It is
cnus of that offic?, simething like
heavy $6.356.70; pigs $4.506: bulk
production from
New York, ,Nov. 17. Call money, of sales $6.406.60.
tional education, then the high school, the soil whence comes
all wealth.; it ??.0,000, it is said, should fifli tneir 2
silver,
Sheep
Receipts 10,000. Market
prime3paper,
acting within the scope of its legiti is the encouragement of the tilling of way into the public treasury by one
Mexican.- dollars, 46
copmate activities, is assuredly the place the soil that will make
clerk under the supervision of the 56
steady. Native $2.503.75; western
for
places
per, 12.3012.45; tin, 43.32
where such efficiency may properly be homeseekers and investors and will do territorial auditor.
$2.653.70;
yearlings
$3.7.54.60;
western
lead, 4.354.40;, Amalgamated, 61; lambs, native $3.505.85;
developed.
more than any one agency towards
Atchison, 107
$3.755.75.,
Nearly every county in the territory Sugar, 117
But the training must be of the building up this great state.
South Omaha, Neb., Nov. 17. Cattle
right sort. If efficiency is the result This suggestion which is given has a favorite Democratic son who is Great Northern, 128; New York CenNorthern Pacific, 120
Receipts 700. Market steady. Na
to be desired, the instruction must ba through the secretary of the Roswell a candidate for superintendent of the tral, 108
cows and
Southern Pacific, tive steers $4.507.70;
such as to produce it. The foundation Commercial Club, Mr. J. S. Kirby, and penitentiary. The latest to announce Reading, 152
Union Pacific, 174
must be well and truly laid.
Steel, heifers $35.35; western steers $3.80
has also the endorsement of Mr. Hen-in- himself is Trinidad C. de Baca of 113
S.60; Texas steers $3.505.40; range
Steel, pfd., 109
seems to be one that is well Wagon Mound, but report has it thtt 64
"But it is equally true that the colcows and heifers $35; canners $2.75
to
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in
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John
and
the
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go
to
demand
a
enof
plum
Haley
the greatest possible
worthy
leges have right
3.60; stockers and feeders $36;
Side Lights on Convention.
this the nation will support them
couragement from citizens through- the Carrizozo News.
calves $3.257.50; bulls, stags, etc.,
that whatever direction the present out the state. It will benefit every
education county within the state and will do COLONEL TWITCHELL SECURES
movement in secondary
Before the second day out on the $3.254.90.
not
will
,
one
Hogs
be
shall
more
convention-seathat
Receipts o,500. Market
to
towards
take
it
the
world
may
showing
PORTRAITS FOR SOCIETY.
the teachers and sumixed
jeopardize in any way that solidity what New Mexico's soil is capable of
perintendents discovered that the ex- steady. Heavy $6.356.45;
and thoroughness which should be the than millions ot pamphlets. It will After Efforts of Many Years Locates pression "Call on Conway" had a var- $6.256.35; light $6 6.35; pigs $4.50
bulk of sales $6.306.40.
main characteristics of any system of make possible the display of our proPriceless Historical Pictures.
iety of meanings. It appears there are 6;
Sheep
education. That the present curricu- ducts which will be seen by tourists
Receipts 4,000. Market
efforts
R.
the
Colonel
of
three superintendents of the name ot
Through
lum in the secondary schools fails to coming from the east the west, the E. Twitchell,
ot the Conway. One is the illustrious Santa 10 to 15c lower.
Yearlings $3.85
meet the national need in this respect north and the south and it is only nec- New Mexico Historical Society, the Fean, whom every teacher has met at 4.25; wethers $3.404.75; ewes $2.75
is sufficiently patent; and I have no essary for people who are interested collection of portraits of all the gov the convention for John V. is right 3.40; lambs $55.65.
COTTON.
doubt that colleges and secondary in these matters to personally witness ernors of New Mexico since 1851 in on the job, morning, noon and night,
New York, Nov. 17. Cotton
schools alike are disposed to accord; a real, actual demonstration of our the Society's collection, is now com- ushering them to desirable seats.
spot
closed quiet, and unchanged. Middling
careful consideration to any sugges- products to convince a homeseeker or plete.
Colonel Twitchell, after ef Then there is
W.
T.
9.50; middling gulf 9.75. Sales
tions that may tend toward the amelio-vatio- investor that New Mexico's soil baa forts covering many years, has se Conway of Raton,Superintendent
who is a member ol uplands
2,800 bales.
no superior and few equals in any cured a copy of the miniature of Gov
of present conditions.
the board of education. And there is
ernor James S. Calhoun and a good a third W. T. Conway of Clovis or
"Tire real defect in our secondary portion of the Union.
1
Let Him Know ft If you are out ot
Gidwill
of
de
Governor
that
Marsh
hope
the
and
the
is
you
sincerely
education
photograph
length
some magic city. A striking peculiar- a
you must let the employer
position,
of the general course itself. vote a portion of the valuable space dings who died at Santa Fe during
is
that one Conway is named
ity
The student from the grades sees be- of your columns towards boosting this his term of office. Colonel Twitchell Thomas William and the other Wil- know it. A want advertisement In the
New Mexican will reach every busifore iim a course of study extending project along and when you are doing has also secured a copy of a minia liam Thomas. Another
peculiarity is ness and professional man in the city
so you will be planting an additional ture of Antoine Robidoux, who acted
over four years which apparently
is short and county and a great many in the
'
tree in behalf of greater New Mexico. as interpreter for General S. W. one is rather stout, another
unless he intends to go to college
the third is tall. ' That solves the territory, if you have any special taland
Very truly yours,
leads him nowhere in particular. It
Kearney at the time of the occupation
them when ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
H. O. BURSUM.
of Santa Fe by American troops on problem in designating
does not attempt to complete his eduthe initials are forgotten.
cation in any respect; it opens the
August 18, 1846.
Many ol the men who are attending
"Carlsbad High School Review," is
door to no public employment; its cer- BELATED ELECTION RETURNS,
the
convention are accompanied by
new
school
name
a
of
the
tificate of graduation subject to the The New Mexican regrets that the
publication
their wives and the wives are certain
exception above noted is, as such Roswell Morning News repeats the that reaches the New Mexican's edi
It has been absolutely shown that rest,
Roswell was the first ly "good lookers" which shows that as fresh
without value as a mark of efficiency. insinuation that election returns were torial desk.
air, and good food do help many
There is no direct incentive to exer- so hard to obtain because of some sin city with a high school In New Mex educator is, after all, a pretty good persona suffering from Tuberculosis. But,
to
be really honest. It must be admitted
tion; the average boy entering high ister motive on part of election offi ico to issue a monthly publication. In judge of beauty.
the disease is seldom more than
Some facetious person put rap a that
school seems, after his first enthu- cers. The Morning News should know these days of the printed word, it is
"arrested." Something more is needed.
is a medicine made
cartoon
on
ol
McGill
the Curry for the cure Alterative
siasm is spent, to get into a sort of that the returns were held back, not in not amiss for pupils about to graduate
Judge
of Tuberculosis. It has cured
educational backwater where he drifts Republican counties, but in Demo from the public schools, to be given county screen on which exhibits are this disease again and again. Often
these cures have been effected where the
along with hardly any effort on his cratic counties. Even today, it is im practical training in expressing their pinned. The cartoon was taken down surroundings were not ideal, where no
as
was
column
it
between
ideas
the
ex
the
with
Intelligent care was taken of the patient,
current."
newspaper
among
kindergarten
part
sluggish
possible to obtain the Sierra county
where money was scarce; good food ana
As a remedy Dr. Gray suggests that returns. The Luna county returns rules. The Carlsbad Higb School Re- hibits and the educators passing by good cooking unusual yet cures resulted.
we argue and urge that Eckmau's
the secondary school curriculum be are the most indefinite of all. Two view is well printed, of neat form did not think the joke of great "edu- Now
Alterative should be used in every case
atad
and
demonstrates
or
cational"
"decorative"
value.
appearance
of
divisions
divided
two
into
Tuberculosis, in addition to good,
definitely
precincts in Roosevelt county did not
The High School of Clovis has a nourishing food and fresh, ' air, which we
of two years each, and a series of report at all for the simple reason rather unusual skill in amateur newsall need.
paper making.
; public
weekly paper and it was circulated
examinations
The facts the evidence of cores .that
be held that that no election was held in them.
been made are Interesting reading.
at the convention this morning. It have
would "elicit evidence of knowledge,
The New Mexican does not believe
k
remarkable cure follows. Weldon. 111.
PROSWEATHER
ARGENTINE
: Through
Eckmau's Alteraela-"Gentlemen
:
contains
. not convict of
some
illustrations
fine
and
He
that there is a sinister
ignorance."
be
a premature
PECTS AFFECT WHEAT MARKET it shows, what a hustling burg Clovis tive I have been saved from
borates on this plan, and the solution hind all this. In other meaning
srave. and. feeling that I might benent
states with
to the layman at least, seems very widely scattered and
take
I
is.
pleasuresick-in
suffering humanity,
sparsely inhabit-e- (Bv Special T,easpil Wire to New Mexican)
writing you a brief history of myuse.
It certainly should com- Take
was
extra
That
the
practical.
which
are
at
wraps!
ness,
yon
liberty to
precincts far from railroad, teleChicago, 111., Nov. 17 Better weatn-e- r
"On December 14, 1904, I was taken
mand more than passing attention and graph or
of Br. J3dgai- - L. Hewett this
warning
it
takes
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telephone,
led
with
in
to
Pneumonia.
My lungs bethe
prospects
Argentine
thought from educators for Dr. Gray obtain some returns. In an election,
in addressing the teachers came Typhoid
very much nffected; my 'sputum
Bacilli
pressure here today in the morning
was
selling
Tuberculosis
examined
and
, writes not only from theory but from
who will make the trip tomorrow were found. On
in which the result Is not close, the wheat market. The
21st, 1905. was
February Worth.
opening was the morning to the
experience, not only from observation absence of a few
Texas.
to
to
advised
Fort
and
Cliffs
go
drive
Puye
distant returns does same as last night to
lower. May
While there an abscess in my right lung
eut from knowledge, and at the same not matter
about seven miles from Espanola to broke
and discharged. I grew worse, and
much, but when in a total started at 100
to 100
unchangtime dresses his thought in clein-cu- t
My physibecame very much emaciated.
reach them. Indian blankets are cian
vote of 60,000,
candidates ed to
off, and descended to
Informed me that I must go to
scholarly sentences that carry convic-- : are only a few contending
in
One
when
to:
as
as
Colorado
up
good
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wrap
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hundred
possible. I leit
even less 100
quickly
- ;
tion that he is in earnest and does than a
Texas June 1st. and arrived In Canon
such an-- excursion,
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final
apart,
was
feeble.
After being
with
close
3d.
The
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May
or
not
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City
write rashly but only
easy,
;
speak
T
T1
VAtt .
t t.nU
there two weeks, my physician Informed
result is in doubt until every precinct, 100
4
net.
a loss of 18
after mature thought and study.
me that nothing could be done, as my
even tne most remote, la heard from.
Drenched fields made corn firm. at 7 o'clock tpatprrow morning. That case was hopeless. Three weeks latertheI
returned home, weighing 103 pounds,
to c
To the shame of tibi Santa Fe Cham- - The following from the Roswell May opened
higher at 65 is the time one boards it at Union doctor having
given me no assurance ot
to 65 c and receded later to station to make the trip to the pre--j reaching there alive.
ber of Commerce be it said, that it has Morning News, no doubt, represents
I began taking
"On
W08,
14,
conditions in eastern New Mexico, tot 65.1-4- .
historic cave dwellers apartment Eckmnn'sJulywonderful
' done
remedy tot Connothing 'toward the entertain- there
the
News
no
were
been
is
highly recoin-- j
there
it
where
elevators
at
cerbut
sumption,
having
home,
The close was steady at 65c for houses,
it
ment of the Educational Association.
mended. Today I weigh 158 pounds. I
nor modern steam radiators.
nm stout and well and can do any klna
The burden and responsibility fell al- tainly is not even half the truth as May, c under last night.
nave
Those who uesire tickets should of work about my grain elevator.
Oats were swayed entirely by corn.
most altogether upon Mr. and Mrs far as this section is concerned:
not an ache nor pain In my lungs, eat
"It
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not
on
Mr.
c
to
call
I
or
at
a
Hewett
Mr,
to
started
shade
felt
better.
50
Asplund
never
exaggeration
say that May
well, sleep well, and
up at
Rupert F. Asplund of this city, and
be glad If every person afflicted
but fell back ,to 60 8 the Old Palace and do so tonight No ' would
those others who rallied around them there has never been an honest elec- to 50
wnn
tooK Bcamau
,
tickets will be sold at the depot, as
ARTHUR WEBB.'
and saw to it that Santa Fe did not tion in New Mexico under the present
(Signed Affidavit)
Eckman's Alterative Is effective In Bronfall down in its proverbial hospital-- ' system. Such a thing is impossible
The entire list of provisions turned this is an excursion.
chitis, Asthma, Hav Fever; Throat and
But Santa Fe need not expect when the ballots are peddled around weak. First 'transactions were a L Will reach 500 tonight! Thatfs Lung Troubles, and In upbuilding the
ity.
as
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
are
c
they
now, opening the door shade to 7
to receive much consideration as a
booklet
lower, with May deliv what John V, Conway says of the reg- or
drugs. Ask tAfor Eckman
rlt
pnwa nnA
convention city in any way in the fu- wide to all forms of corruption and co- ery 16.90 to 16.95 for pork; 9.57 to istration and' he has seen keeping in nf
more
ev
for
Laboratory,
PS.,
Philadelphia.
ture until it has a live Chamber of ercion. The recent election here was 9.60 for lard and 8.72
to 8.75 tor touch with the figures. He says there dence. For sale
by ail leading druggists and
a shining example. The ' workers;
Commerce.
are 600 visitors in town lor a hundred by Zook's Pharmacy jn , 8ant Fi
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FIRST NATIONAL

!;

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
.transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
g''

money-transmittin-

'

R.

J.

J.

PALEN, President.

LA.

41

Cashier.

B. READ,

-

Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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How About That Fire Insurance?

1

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

8

t

:

1--4

'
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Think About It
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-
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Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS,
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:

:

I

FE, N. M.

.SANTA

8

rock-ribbe- d

-

""'"

1--

Pi-c-

44.
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Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings,
Casings, Base,

,

Sash, Doors,

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
Ws solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
Specifications, Etc.

Estimates cheerfully furnished

P. M. HESCH,
Jr. & SON
Phone Black
33166.

1--

-
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a

Climate Failed
Medicine Cured

:

--

d

Rubber Stamps.
WHEN

YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER
A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

SAME

PRICE LIST.
Inches faag
15c
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on stamp
10c
One-liand not over 3
inches long. . 20c
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp
15c
One-liand not over 5 inches long.. .. 25c
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp..
20c
e
10c
Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 laches long.
.25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
over
Inch in size, we charge for one Hue for each
lf
inch or fraction.
One-li- ne

1-

ne

1-

ne

-2

1-

-2

1-

-2

-2

One-lin-

........

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.
inch
any town and date, for
80c
Inch
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
50c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year, M inch.... 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Inch.... 25c
Defiance Model Band Dater..
1.50
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp mi Wood Cut. .....1.50
Pearl Check Protector.... ..
.1.50
Local Dater

1- -2

1-

-3

1-

SELF-INKIN-

23-4x-

4

4

1- -4

..

4,

STAMP PADS.

G

cts; 2 x 3
35 cts; 3
15

I

-S

25 cts ; 21-425cts;
60 cts; 4
2,
75 cts;
All colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
3--4,

1- -2,

x3

1--

x7

cts.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,

x 9, 85
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NEW MEXICAN MINTING CO.
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UNITED STATES BANK
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TRUST CO.

Up Boy's Strength Instead of
Giving Cough Syrup.

Built

CAPITAL 850,000 00

Pedro Ortiz y Pino of Galiateo, Santa Fe county, was a visitor in town
today.
Cplonel R. E. Twitchell went to
Santa Fe yesterday afternoon on
business. Las Vegas Optic.
Mrs. Secundino Romero left last
night for a visit of several days in
Santa Fe. Las Vegas Optic.

a General Banking Business

Does

Your Patronage Solicited
President

lAUGHLIN,

H. F. STEPHENS,

Cashier,

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier

Established

Incorporated 1903.

1854.

.

Profits go with the Thermometer
and at the Right Season on
$

Lounging Robes, Bath
Robes, Pajamas. I
V

Men's Fancy Shirts

Monarch and Cluett LinesNone Better,
Plaited and Plain.

COM
Phone 36

O. Box, 219.

THOSE

Union

A lingering cough Is a sure sigu of
weakness in a child, and the sensible thing is to build up the system.
and Dress Shapes.
Then the cough will disappear.
But if the child has no appetite,
then it needs Vinol, which has not
SEE THEM AT
a particle of the nasty, greasy smell
A.
makes children hate
A. R. Seder, principal of the Carls- and taste that
so pleasant they
bad high school, is the guest of J. M. cod liver oil. Vinol is builds
them up DISINTEGRATION OF INTERlike to taste it and it
Shlmer an old schoolmate.
wonderfully.
NATIONAL HARVESTER CO.
F. J. Martinez came in last night
Mrs. R. Inza of New York city Bays:
from Santa Fe on a business trip to
"My little boy had a very bad cough Negotiations Are Temporarily SusLas Vegas Las Vegas Optic.
I did not like to
Former Governor W. T. Thornton for two months.
pended Between Department
will leave next week for Guadalajara, give him cough syrups for many of
and Corporation.
But
Mexico, where he will spend the win them are not good for children. cod
I did give him your delicious
ter.
(Br Spfelal Lpaspfl Wire to Now Mexican)
Colonel William M. Berger, former liver and 'ron remedy Vinol and one
Washington, D. C, Nov. 17. The
to
disappear next movement looking to the volunly of Santa Fe, and now editor of bottle caused his cough
the Helen Tribune, is in the city at entirely and restored him to health." tary disintegration of the InternationWe guarantee that Vinol , will Duiia al Harvester Company
rests with
tending the convention.
.. 1.
.
, i
1.l3l1lA
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, president of P ana sirengiuen
The negotiations
that corporation.
suns
Ui
run
aow.i ye.
between the department of justice
the University of Mexico, returned ana an
If it does not oo an we
and the company have been temporarto the Duke City yesterday owing to
muuey.
the illness of his sister-in-laBe dbck your
ily
suspended, pending action by offrs. w- icials of the
Harvester Trust
County Commissioner Jose Ortiz y,tal Pharmacy, feanta e,
upon the department's objections to
Pino of Galisteo, was in Santa Fe yes- terdav to attend the meeting of the noted pulpit orator and scholar, left- the plan of dissolution submitted by
this afternoon lor nis nome in ai- the representatives of the company.
board of county commissioners.
J. D. Hand was in Santa Fe yester- - buquerque after conducting a retreat
JOCKEY ALLEN DEAD FROM
day on business. He went from Albu- - a the territorial penitentiary.
Bessie
INJURIES IN STEEPLE CHASE.
cavanaugu aim
Misses
querque where he attended the Dem- -'
MaDel
eaKe sPenl ,a"1 '"ul uv,v
ocratic meeting. Las Vegas Optic.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
om ort sumner to tu
way
Norfolk, Va., Nov. 17. Jockey Allen
Wiliam M. Berger formerly of this
m is reported dead from injuries receivcity, editor of the Belen Tribune, is Educational Associations sessions
ed when his horse fell in the steeple
amone the veterans in attendance at Santa Fe. Albuquerque Herald.
J. W Searson, professor of English chase race at Jamestown today.
the Educational Association meeting.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy in the Agricultural College at Mancame up from Albuquerque yesterday hattan, Kansas arrived yesterday d
is receiving the congratulations ternoon and addressed the convention NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP
of his many friends upon his election, last night. He is at the Palace.
MRS R. LOPEZ.
Miss Mandell, a popular young ladyj County Commissioner J. A. Lucero,
of Albuquerque, is visiting Miss One- - who attended the meeting of the
Manicuring
Shampooing
Hair Dressing Massaging
fre Wagner. Mrs. Mandall will arrive board of county commissioners yes- this evening to spend a day or twp terday, left for his home at Santa
Chiropody.
f
here.
Cruz, northern Santa Fe county.
Fron Ro m Over F. Andrews' Store
William Coburn Cook, the TJniver-- !
Editor Saturnino Baca of Hispano- sity representative in the oratorical Americano of Belen, who has just been
contest at Santa Fe, will leave tonight elected superintendent of schools of
for the Ancient City. Albuquerque Valencia county, is in attendance at
PLAZA BAKERY
Herald.
ithe educational meeting in this city.
FRESH
BREAD AND CAKE
Miss Ethel C. Musser and Miss Mar--i
The Misses Murphy, a trio of beau- 6
Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
two
successful tiful New Mexico girls, are here from
Dally.
garet Cavanaugh,
ycung teachers, are here from East Alamogordo, Otero county, attending Confectionery, Fruits and Groceries
Las Vegas and are stopping at the the convention. They are among the
most popular school teachers in the FreshCreamPuffs Wednesday & Saturday
Sanitarium.
The Rev. A. M. Mandalari, S. J. territory.
fhone, l&z Keel.
AMADO GUTIERREZ, PROP.
M. A. Otero, Jr., the representative
That Contain Mercury.
0f tne New Mexico Military Institute,
ss mercury will surely destroy the at tne Santa Fe oratorical contest
of smell and completely de- - riveQ- from Roswell.
He is the son
range the whole system when entering 0f
M. A. Otero. Albu-it- .
through the mucous surfaces. Such querque Herald,
THE TIME TO BUY
articles should never be used except; a. A. Jones, chairman of the Demo-oHGT WATER BOTTLES
prescription from reputable physl- -' craUc state central committee,
and
dans, as the damage they will do Is p. E yeeder. who went to Albuquer-teIs now. We have just received
fold to the good you can possibly que Monday to attend the Democratic
Hail S (jatarrn rBilv went tn Santa Fr Tnondav nicht.
derive irom mem.
alargelinedirect from factory,
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
veeas Ontie
thereby insuring fresh goods.
& Co., Toledo, Ohio, contains no mer-- i
Lieutenant Garrett of Port Flagler,
cury, and Is taken internally, acting Washjngton ls visiting nis parentB,
tha nlnnil- o r H mnnnna Air. and Mrs. K. U. Garrett of tnis
dfropflv iiiuin
-city.
surfaces of the system. In buying He haa a ,eave of abgence of
Hall 8 Catarrh Cure be sure you get
an w,u
d the
ter
the genuine.
It is taken internally. montng
of Jn Sante Fe
and made in Toledo Ohio by F. J.
Mis8 Addie
and M,gg Anna
Testimonials free.
Cheney & Co.
.
-- i
who are living now in Las
Ohio,
,
bottle..
are in the city 'attending the ed
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!- - ucational
convention.
are
They
pattern.
nieces of Colonel M, M. Padgett, proprietor of the Las Vegas Optic.
Judge Clarence J. Roberts expects
to leave tomorrow
afternoon for
Santa Fe where he Is scheduled to
KAUNE
H.
CO. make
an address before the New Mexico Educational Association.
Judge
WflAfP Pfif PC A TP I AWPCf Roberts spent today in writing su
.,
v
HV1V
I
it
iivvu
KVnVDl......-Las Vegas Oppreme
tic.
FOR
A
William Alden Smith, senator from
SAFE QUALITY
We guarantee each and every Bot
Michigan and chairman of the Senate committee on territories, passed
tie we sell to last one year.
4
through Lamy on his' way home from
BUTT BROS. CO., J
the Pacific coast. He has been making a number of speeches for good
4
Always Reliable
government in Arizona and the coast
COFFI
DRUGGISTS
cities.
Phone, Red Ml. Night Phone.Red 58.
Hiram Hadley, the Nestor of New
Poor coffee is an unMexico educators, came up from his
wholesome drink. To
pleasant home In the Mesilla valley
to attend the Educational Association
begin the day by drinking
convention. Despite his advanced
it clouds an otherwise
XXXSXXXXXXXXStXX
years he is hale and hearty and active,
cheerful mind. See to
Mr. Hadley is much beloved through'
&
it, then, that you have
out the territory.
William
W.
and
Koch,
president,
Chase & Sanborn's
E. Davy, secretary of the Yeomen of
PAINTING
High Grade Coffee
America, arrived yesterday from Los
to
with its fragrant.
attend
the
of
the
Angeles,
banquet
Yeomen held in this city. Both left
aroma and
today for Los Angeles, very well
perfect
pleased with New Mexico and Santa
color,
Fe in particular.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Miguel A. Otero, Jr., son of Governor
M. A. Otero, arrived today from the
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
New Mexico Military Institute at Ros305 San Francisco Street.
JUST IN
well to compete for the gold medal
New (1911) Crop of ENGLISH WAL to be awarded In the state oratorical
j(jgxXXXXXXXXXXXX
contest at the Hall of Representatives
NUTS' and ALMONDS
tomorrow night. Mr. Otero will have
to compete against a Santa Fean,
in, Fresh Stock of Miss Hazel Sparks on whom the local
high school pins its hopes.
Aunt Jemima's Famous
Mrs. W. G. Haydon and children,
Osborn and Virginia, returned yesCARPENTERS
PANCAKE FLOUR
terday from an extended visit In

MISS

We are prepared to save you a little money on
your purchases of any one of the above garments.

MUGLER.

nice, soft, fluffy, reliable grade of high art
outing used in our mens's Pajamas, Night Shirts, at
a living price, $1.00, 1.25 and $1.50.
A

Ladies' Night Gowns, the same materials at a
similar range of prices.
..

carry three grades of Union Suits. The first
is a medium weight, velvet finish, interlocking garment that is very satisfying, at the popular price
of $2.25. Another, a little heavier, part wool, $2.25.
Still another, heavier, at $2.50.
We

Ladies' and Misses' Union Suits, 75c, $1.50, $2.50

'

THE MASTER TAILORS.

m

-r-

Handles the Proposition

$1,000

O.C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

SURETY BONDS,

REAL

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St

Phone, Red 189.

DUCATORS, we

wel-

come you. Everyone does.
r
i
At this store you will find
the latest creations in wearing apparel for Men and Women.
Call and see us.

JULIUS tl. GERDES.

Beautiful Hand - Painted China
w-

i!
i!

I

-

The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Arti- - :
' cle That You Might Be Interested In.
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,
and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details

H. C. YONTZ,

tellable Jeweler

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Saa Franciso

Street

WE as many piecesfineasSets

of China for the table,
you wish. Also Kitchen
Cabinets that make cooking a delight. Wilton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
to embellish your room and hush the neise of footsteps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade
HAVE some

your eyes and " dress up " the parlor. A complete
line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND

w-

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

xxxxxxxxxxxsa

Funeral Directors
PICTURE FR AMINO

..

,

ii

Carriage

j.

a

J. P. Steed

Medford, Ore. Mr. Haydon, presiof the board of education of the

Also Scudder's Maple Syrup dent

East side, returned last night from

Phone, 130 Red.

H. S. KAUNE

6

CO.

You pay

Hi

d
'V

:

Son

AND CABINET MAKERS.

ADOLPII

DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

CO.

-

ttXXXXXXXXXXSXXK

at

S

X

X X X X

X X

Just a Word About Bonds
want to do BUSINESS RIGHT, with a COMPANY
that is RIGHT, on a form that is
RIGHT, and at RATES that are
RIGHT. Why not get acquainted

Of course you
I

with

THE NATIONAL SURETY

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone Black No. 52V

&

COMPANY.

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black

No. 229

Residence

..MILLINERY..
WE KNOW
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED
for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
125 Palace
Avenue.

MRS. W. L1NDHARDT,

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

SAVES
EYES.
on your light bill
by having right
ye using
of
seen
we
line
have the finest
inspection, and
Reading and Student Lamps that can be
anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

& LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON

STREET.

r

Santa Fe,
New Mexico

&

Tl

K
K
at
at

Great Abundance of Style and Material.

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
Our display rooms are open for your
THE
where you
It
and
it. It saves
for,

J SANTA FE VATER

--

&

Santa Fe where he had been attend- FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
ing a meeting of the state board of
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
education. He met Mrs. Haydon at
Lamy and accompanies her to Las
All Work Guaranteed.
Phone. Red 115
Vegas. Las Vegas Optic.

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

All in

Automobile

SIGN PAINTING

108 Palace Avenue
Day and Night Phone.

Silk Head Scarfs,
Sweaters and Aviation Caps,
Kimonos Material,

8

S.

Just

S.

Forget Politics and Think of Your Home

Ve-iga- s,

$1,000

PRICE-MAKER-

" Santa " saye about the early buyer.

r8

;

THE

CO.

P. S We forgot to say that we are now beginning to
show our Xmas line of new novelties. You know what

,

HOME?

k

W. N. TOWNSEND

n

six-roo-

that is

price

usually surprising to all alike

n

Let us tell you about a
house, good location, fruit trees,
shade trees, lawn, good out buildings

.

at a

Ladies? Muslin Gowns always

-

DO YOU WANT A

WOMEN

Suits.

NoveltyFancyFeathers

af-an-

Sweater Coats, all Colors and Qualities

P.

Night Gowns, Pajamas,

.

1

SELIGftl

Discount

1

SEASONABLE GOODS
C
MEN ' 0

25

MOTHER JAS WISE

PERSONAL MENTION
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Pacific

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES

In eUect Sept. 1st
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Kumaido
Dedmau
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Ollfton House N.M..
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Albuquerque Completely Out Bishop Sabin Cures Six
Blindness by Laying on
plays Las Vegas on the
of Hands
Gridiron
OUT

TEACHERS

IN

FORCE SAYS ANY ONE

SProston
Koehler Junction.

.Koehler.

CAN

DO

New Style of Game, Free From Wonderfully Rich Deposit
Potash Has Been
Bratality Was Cheered
Hundreds.
by

(By Albert H. Clancy.)
first time in many years
For
the
Zj 44 4316
BOolfax
68
lovers of sport in Santa Fe had a
.Ofirrosoao
76
7
45
Lv
82
6 00
Cimarron
Ar
chance to witness a football game.
6 35
Ar a m
6 ID
Cimarron
Lv
This was the first game ever played in
6 27
M
6 18
Kasn
6 17
Harlan
6 2S
-- t
Santa Fe under the new rules and it
6 00
94
Ute Hark. N. M...Lv
6 45
Ar
was free from all roughness.
D m
,p m
The blue jersey kings of the grid
both
North
Soutb.3J:
W.
A
and
S.
E.
P.
train
Ky.
m
wl'h
Oolfas
jOonneots
iron from the normal school at Las
SStage tor Van Hontc:. r, M. mmtt trains at Preston N.I M.
came out on the College
Stage leaves Ute Park, if, M., for Kllzabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 jt. m, dally excep; Vegas
grounds first amid the cheers of their
trip fifty pound baggage carried free,
Undays, Fare fc uu one way S3.60
the ball
S. train leaves Des Melues, N, M- for the south at 11,11 p. in. larrlves from tb supporters and after kicking
O.
around for a few moments ran through
th at 4:88 a. m.
a few signals. They gave out their
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
t. Q. DEDMAN,
as averaging 140 pounds,
weight
M.
G.
&
G.
V.
P.
P.
Agent,
Superintendent
At 4 o'clock sharp the boys from
the University of New Mexico appeared on the field and immediately
went into brisk signal practice. Their
ork showed that they were heavier
FOR
and faster than the Normalites.
Waldo Twitchell from Las Vegas,
YOUR
was chosen as referee and Edward L.
.

9 05
8 20
8 02

well. There was great excitement and
many others wished to receive treatment but the bishop was unable to do
more, being exhausted both physical
He
ly and mentally by his efforts.
said anyone could do as he did after a
little study.
Alleged Potash Discovery.
potash
of Germany's exactions for in
dismay have been a good thing
guise, for this government was stirred to seek the great basis for fertilizer compounds within the confines
of the United States. It is now said
IT that a wonderfully rich deposit has
been discovered near Washington. It
has ail been gobbled up by a syndiso it is likely that the farmers
of cate,
will not profit very greatly, although
the price will probably be reduced.

Send for

All E

0

NORMALS

Company.

Railway

(Head Down)

MY

I

St, Louis Rocky Mi.

BY

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1911.

M.

Washington, D. C Nov. 17. As is
fitting and proper, California will be

fheKC

.

COOK'S

TOOOTC

i

iff

jyrs.JanerLMf

EM) 1113

T

Read Carefulll)

In the wonderful K C Cook's Book.Mrs. Janet
McKenzie Hill, of Boston Cooking School
fame, tells every housewife how to become an expert cook how to prepare
such appetizing dishes the family will go simply wild over what yon set

Hotel Arrivals.

before them.
The K C Cook's Book is illustrated in 9 colors, contains 90 tested and
proven recipes that will be successful every
time if the few simple suggestions are followed.
gaVCAN GUARANjgi
The K C Cook's Book has been prepared
at an expense of many thousands of dollars,
and if purchased at a store would easily cost
50 cents, yet we give it absolutely free as we
want yoa to know exactly what K. C Baking7
owner is and wnat it will do tor you in
your own kitchen. Yon need this won
derful book it is oi vital importance
to every nousewiie.
I

Palace.

very extensively represented ai ine
William Koch, Des Moines.
a
International ExW. E. Davy, Des Moines.
San
in
be
held
to
Diego
position,
throughout the year 1915. Plans are J. W. Searson, Manhattan, Kaa.
F. W. Farmer, City.
being made for the California building,
O. C. Zingy, Las Veggas.
and work on it will begin during the
J. E. Goodell, Albuquerque.
winter, so that it may be completed
r
Silver
Isabel Lancaster Eckles,
in ample time for the opening of the
Work has already begun City,
exposition.
Ada C. Estes, Silver City,
on the Administration building which
will house the officers.
Marguerite Foote, Silver City.
How to get
Hazel Hopkins, Silver City.
of works, was
F. P.
Cook's Book
Citv.
Silver
Barbara Ripley,
IJaqubsX
D. C. Col
secured by Director-GenerWrite your name and address
Mary F. Gill, Silver City.
lier after a thorough survey of the
Alma Boone, Silver City.
plainly on this coupon. At
I
field, because he has a reputation of
Chicago.
tacn the1 colored certificate
Sadie Hog, Silver City.
. MH
I
X
oc
doing things. Col. Collier, himself a
i
enclose CCTtificateX
T;
J. V. Clark, City.
man of unbounded energy and execu
BookX
both to US.
the Cook's
II
sending
exP. T. Lonegan, Albuquerque.
tive force, is determined that the
You will be mighty glad you
Old.
Mq.
Mrs. M. F. Winningham, Meiilla
Jiqual Mfg.
position shall be completed and ready
jAQUr3MFOCa 23
...
w
m
name..
for the public before the hour comes park
which
to
the public,
to open the gates
Margaret Balfour. Albuquerque,
Safford as umpire.
Addres- will be at midnight on December 31,
J. Riley, Albuquerque.
for
m.
Gladding
1914. "Preparedness" will be a watch
Promptly at 4:14 p.
Mrs. Threresa B. White, Silver
the University kicked oft to the Nor- word with the entire exposition staff, City.
ton, Arizona, Mexico and te tb Pacific Coast, via 33W
mals. The Varsity held the Nor
alias Julian Juarez, charged with
Mrs. Evelyn M. Butler, Silver City.
Byron J. Read, East Las Vegas.
Making Progress.
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torraace,
mals for downs which gave them the There would
Lena E. Griffith, Socorro.
Isabel Ward, Silver City.
be much surprise
passing a forged check brought in a
ball, and in five minutes, Gladding for could it be generally understood
Felice Hilton, Socorro.
Essie Pearson, Clovis.
of not guilty against the
verdict
over
the University carried the ball
Miss Rutter, Clovis.
how rapidly the work of getting ready
Marguerite Murphy, Raton.
young man yesterday afternoon and
for the first touch down. Woolridge for the
Mildred Hording, Raton.
Edward Davis Clovis.
exposition has been going on,
he was released. The defendant is
EAST
kicked goal.
To tell about It would take much
C. Holchen, Clovis.
Eugene Herber, Raton.
not more than 20 years of age and
Score 6 to 0.
C. Billengsley, Clovis.
Miss M. A. Stephens, Raton.
space, but a visit to the exposition
ever since the complaint against him
Ellis for the Normals kicks off. The grounds would open the eyes of the D. Forbes, Clovis.
Mr. Prepstell, City.
he has been in the county jail await- and
15
back
x
ran
about
A
1
are
,
yards
Varsity
Cornelia Murray, East Las Vegas.
1.1 , J
H. Davenport-- Clovis.
public. There millions of plants
OR
BEST
six minutes Gladding again went growing for the embellishment of BalTessie Devore, East Las Vegas.
Indian Accused of Dastardly Deed.
Lillian Larson, Anthony.
mm
over the line making the second boa Park, to give a beautiful setting
Bertha Papen, East Las Vegas.
Ethel Spencer, Berlno.
The corridors of the court house
touchdown for the University. Wool for the exposition city. From now
Helen Papen, East Las Vega3.
was yesterday crowded with Indians
Ezra
Anthony.
Hemple,
misses
goal.
the
ridge
until the end of the Exposition
ROUTE
from the Pueblo Isleta, attending the
WEST
Susie Whitaker, East Las Veas.
Lillie Franzen, Roswell.
Score 11 to 0.
gardeners will be exceedingly busy
Hon os
trial of Augustine Chiguigui. the lieuS'.j&s Aurel'a
Lloyd E. Franzen, Roswell.
The first period closed with the ball with the immense task before them.
tenant governor of the pueblo, who is
Mrs. V. L. Griffin, Clovis.
qve.
on the Normal s 35 yard line witn Never before has any exposition mapClem Russel Denver.
Miss Francis Montoya, Albuquer charged with rape. The prosecutrix
the Varsity in possession.
ped out such a magnificent floral pro
in the case is Mrs. Maria Regina Cha
que.
J. R. McCollum, Albuquerque.
The second period started with the gram.
vez, an elderly woman with grown
Bessie Cavanaugh, Fort Sumner.
Par rates and fun laformatioa iMnm
T.
J.
Albuquerque.
Naylar,
on
Nor
ball
the
the
Varsity having
Beside this there are many work'
sons. She told a story yesterday of
Sumner.
Fort
Mabel
E.
Leake,
E.
Ana
Schupp,
Albuquerque,
35
for
line.
mal's
The Normals
yard
men engaged witn pick ana snovei,
Chiguigul's coming to her house In
S.
E.
Albuquerque.
King,
Vida
EUGENE FOX, El Paso Texas.
Pinney, Albuquerque.
the only time in the game, held the hammer and saw and trowel. In the
Isleta on the night of August 27 last,
E. M. la Bar, Albuquerque.
T. G. Rodgers, Silver City.
Varsity tor downs. The Normals tried Exposition offices hundreds of clerks
and assaulting her, leaving her in
S. M. Gray, Albuquerque.
New Mexico line without any result are working busily, conducting the al
Philip Sanchez- City.
such a condition that she was unconT. I. Butts, Albuquerque.
and on the third down, Ellis kicked ready extensive correspondence, and Chesley Thomason, Las Vegas.
scious for four days. The trial Is
G. B. Jones, Albuquerque.
to Hill the speedy University quarter, sending out literature and information F. D. Hoskins, City.
conducted under picturesque circumMrs. G. B. Jones, Albuquerque.
who made a brilliant run through a to every part of the world.
Carl Eilis, City.
stances, the languages being used in
Coronado.
broken field for a touchdown, WoolS.
F.
City.
Hoskins,
been
receiv
assurances
have
Many
the procedure of getting the testiMrs.
kicked
Raton.
Butler,
goal.
F.
ridge
Howard, City.
ed of cooperation by other states, not
mony before the jury. Pablo Abeyta,
Jose G. Lucero, Chaperito.
A. G. Pollock, City.
Score IT to 0.
merejly those whose borders touch
an interpreter of Isleta, translates
A. C. de Baca, Cienega.
M. C. Moore, Santa Rosa.
This ended the scoring for the first the state of California, but many that
first the question asked into Indian,
Jose de Jesus Lopez, Albuquerque.
half.
are so far distant that at first it might W. B. Arens, Albuquerque.
while Nestor Montoya is translating
S.
Denver.
Alfredo
be
little
would
K.
but
Herrera,
At this stage of the game Albuquer seem as if they
Allen, Albuquerque.
Jay
it into Spanish for the benefit of the
Juan Romero, Pojoaque.
H. A. Carlisle, Albuquerque.
que has shown superior form both in interested in what is going on in San
native jurors, then the answer is
Demetrio Qulntana, Ledou".
defense and attack and is pounding Diego. Few opportunities have ever Charles S. Strome, Albuquerque.
given. First Abeyta translates it into
E. M. Ogden, Cincinnati.
been given in this country to attract
through the Normal's- line at will.
George Walker, Albuquerque.
English and then Montoya taking the
of
ot
number
a
Montezuma.
the
attention
runs
H.
end
Giadding's, spectacular
S.
large
O'Reilly, Albuquerque.
English, puts it into Spanish. Owing
were the principal means of ground people from every part ot the world,
M.
W.
J. E. Sullivan, Denver.
Patsch, Las Vegas.
to the length of time taken to conx
'
in
a
small
that could compare even
gaining.
H. A. Houghton, Denver.
Boyd Henderson, Philadelphia.
duct the proceedings under this sysUSE THE
Very shortly after play had resum measure with the opportunity that
J. M. Taggart, Denver. .
Willard Barrows, Chicago.
tem, it is likely that the case will
ed in the next half Arens was soon will be afforded at San Diego.
S. M. Ford, Denver
E. A. Burdette, Pittsburg.
occupy all day today.
pushed over for another touchdown,
A Busy City.
S. W. Rosier, Chicago.
Suit on Note.
failed
Woolridge
goal.
W. J. Stehle, Oklahoma City.
Sanitarium.
.
a few years ago San Diego was
Only
and Angelo Vivian!,
Julia
Catelina,
Score 22 to 0,
Mrs. A. E. McCready, Raton.
Mrs. Louise Jones. Santa Fe,
a quiet, somnolent village, content in
as trustee, yesterday entered suit for
Soon after the kickoff, a beautiful
D.
Mrs.
E.
Raton.
Tomas Fonzales, Ablquiu.
Reynolds,
the foreclosure of a deed of trust
forward pass, Calkins to Carlisle, re the possession of a beautiful harbor
Miss Edith Manby, Van Houten.
M. Hicks, Santa Rosa.
against Henry Auge and Lena Auge
sulted in a 25 yard gain. Arens was and a matchless climate, and seemingVan
Houten.
Miss
Laura
Denver.
C.
A.
Manby,
or
dreams
Donnelly,
ly undisturbed by ambition
and Frank J, Wilson and the Western
given a signal through tackle and by of
Violet C. de Tulllo, Albuquerque.
Rufus Mead and wife, Las Vegas.
flock
SHORTEST LINE TO
Meat Company as trustee.
The
spectacular run through broken ed power and opulence. toPeople
Katherine Davis, East Las Vegas.
Mary E. Haskett, Belen.
there in the winter
escape the
amount involved in the foreclosure
field carried the ball sixty yards for
Hugo C. Hunter, Chicago.
Nancy Hewitt, Albuquerque.
is 4,308.77 with 10 per cent additiontouchdown.
This was a beautiful season's cold, and. they swarmed on
T. W. Koeneke, Wichita.
J piece ol work.
E. Pack and wife, Tucumcari.
the beaches in summer to get away
al as attorney's fees. In the petition
Colorado
Pueblo
Denver,
kicked
Woolridge
:
Teresa
Armijo,
from the summer's heat, but the city
Floyd Bess and wife, Tucumcari.
it is alleged that the defendants H.
4
goal.
Eunice McClellan,
Alice Biggerstaff, Tucumcari.
seemed impassive and content. Then
H. Auge and Lena Auge, gave the
Score 28 to 0.
E. L. Schroeder.
Auga Elder, Tucumcari.
plaintiff Julia Catelina, a certain
urom this stage of the game the something stirred its peaceful slum
Alleene Keeler,
Ida Clothier, City.
promissory note on December 8, 1909,
Varsity had completely overwhelmed ber. Perhaps it was the insistence
Rachel
Boyd,
Grace G. Goebel, Columbus.
of the rest of tue world to be taken
for $4,000 and 12 other certain promisthe Normalites and scored at will,
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
Ruth Goss,
Marguerite J. Goebel, Columbus.
sory notes to cover the interest upon
The Varsity rolled up a total of 56 into the sacred and beautific environ
Stella de Kuhlin,
Mrs. Butler, Raton.
the first note for $80 each, falling due
points, their goal never being in dan ment It was a little troublesome
Grace Mardy
Miss Florence Sitka, Dawson.
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
three months apart for three years.
but room was made for the newcom
ger.
Irene Burk i.All of Albuquerque.)
AH the notes in question bore InterMiss Gertrude Geros, Dawson.
Too much praise cannot be eiven ers. Then more came. Then San Di
Emma Rutter Clovis.
est at the rate of 10 per cent
Rebecca McKenzie, Las Vegas.
4
uiaaamg, Calkins, Hamilton. Arens. ego's population doubled in five years.
Essie Pearson, Clovis.
and Lembke, who, however, was only The United States census told the
Mary D. McGinn, Las Vegas.
Of these interest notes only four
4
C. W. Wright, Denver.
Marie Schaefer, Las Vegas.
in the game for a short time. Quarter- - story, and San Diego herself was mild
have been paid, the remaining 8 unC. E. Cox, Las Vega".
DacK Hill tor the Varsity ran the team ly surprised. About that time the
Rachael D. Ward, Las Vegas.
paid. The whole amount was securIn KOOd StVle from
Ethel C. Musser, East Las Vegas.
ed by a deed of trust upon lot 10,
in
holding of an expedition was being
his handling of punts was especialy agitated. San Diego said, "Why not?"
Addie C. Merrill, East Las Vegas.
CONDUCTING CRIMINAL CASE
block 12 of Hunlng's Highland addi
IN THREE LANGUAGES. tion to the city, of Albuquerque.
commenaaoie.
Her people, now awake and glad of it, Anna M. Merrill, East Las Vegas.
An
Margaret Cavanaugh, East Las
Ainuquerque, n. m., Nov. 17. The order is asked that the property
xiaiumuus ! ueiensive work com. subscribed a round million dollars to
Ul
case
of Jujian Howard, may be sold to liquidate the debt.
jury in the
vicrcijr uiuuKtm any piay made on show their faith, then voted another Vegas.
million in bonds: 140 a head for every
bis side of the line.
The game was a great treat to the man, woman and child in the city.
members of the New Mexico Educa Did this keep people away? No; on
tional Association who turned out in the contrary such an exhibition of enfull force and rooted loyally for both terprise made people think San Diego
sides.
was a good plac to locate in, and they
All
of
The boys on both teams conducted have been going there at such a rapthemselves as gentlemen throughout id rate that it has been difficult to find
and there was no squabbling in the houses for them to live in.
SJTC MOlfiV
7 Porchsdiif Walls
San Diego is building a great expo- game.
Pwco Domestic ttooey Orders, Travelers'
The game as a whole was a good siton, and at the same time it is build
mi Psrtsga Meswy Orders
exnioition of modern
football. AI. ing a great city; a city of homes, with
though the Normals were outclassed schools and churches and theaters
Pirafcle
tad all Forelfo
tney put up a plucky same. Howev every adjunct of modern civil life.
U, S., Canada, Mexico
er, it must be said, that without the Its achievement, in city building
Ctsitriet
services of Ellis who was In the right will be hardly less interesting, in 1915,
place at all times, the Varsity would than its achievement in exposition
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
have fulled up a much larger score. building.
The University can certainly feel
The Great Mediator.
proua or coach Hutchinson. He has Uncle Sam seems to be looked on
done wonders with a light team and by other nations as the great media
D. BARNES,
has rounded them into a machine tor.
which runs very smoothly and above
Whenever there is trouble anywhere
an. a team which never quits.
else' on earth, everyone looks to the
The Line Up.
United States to step in, take the
VARSITY
combatants by the scruff of the neck,
Center, Allen.
and stop the row.
Guards, Strome, Littrell.
Turkey is the latest applicant for
Tackles, Hamilton, (Capt), Mudgett mediation. The "terrible Turk" was
njnas, uarusie, Woolridge.
Successor to B. P. Williams
going about his accustomed ways,
Quarterback, Hill.
i nav
when Italy knocked him down and
purcnaioa me entire stock of nonet and equipment formerly
Arens.
Fullback,
B.
P.
Owned by
Wllllami and will eantlnu 4. n.nt. u
cidot
trampled on him. Everyone held his
Halves, Gladding, Calkins.
CLAS8 LIVERY where we will be ready at all time of day or night
breath, awaiting the Turk's reprisal.
Subs,, Pease, DeWolf, Bolt, Lembke, What
te furnish you with any kind o a rig you may want. I will endeavor
happened? Turkey yelled "take
te give prompt and efficient service and trutt to merit your patronage.
him off, fellers; I didn't do nothing!"
neauacnes rise from
CottokneteTDade. . It is a pure product, .
stomach And now Turkey, insisting that fightcotton fields of lbs
The snow-whit- e
troubles nine timej in ten. Why take ing is furtherest from Its desire, wants
P"AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST?
lacked in a cleanly way with patent
Phooe I at Red
SunnySouthare the source of Cottolene,
poisonous headache powders and pills Uncle Sam to make Italy Quit. What
Santa Fe, N. M
w
to merely dull the pain that will re will Uncle Sam do?
air-tigIt is a vegetable product, without
top paiL to prevent the inFaith Healing.
turn? The trouble is Id your stom
vasion of dirt; dust and germs. It
ounce of hog fat in its make-up-.
Doctors say that many human ills
ach. Cels-ssettles stomach troubles
are
No
few
doubt
in
that
a
Cel-s-o
merely
imaginary.
and
minutes,
contains
LET THE WANT
them know It
more economical than butter cr fcrd
From Cotton Field to Kitchen human
COLUMN DO IT.
Are You a Seller? Aft advertise- absolutely no poison; it is a delight- - is the way they account for the cures
hands never touch the oil from which
because it goes caethird farmer.
Mat any property that Is rentable, ment in the classified columns of the rai effervescent drink, io and 25c at made in this city on November 6, by
Bishop Oliver C. Sabin, of the Evanshat you nave cot bat you must let New Mexican will put your real estate the Capitol Pharmacy.
Made only by THE N. K. FAIKBANK COMPANY
there is always some one that waits oa (he market effectively. It will put The Capital Pharmacy will refund gelical Christian Science church,
A good live advertisement in the the tacts ot your property before thf the purchase price If it fails ti do all when he laid his hands on six blind,
lame and ill persons and made them
we claim. Is this fair?
(Pant column of the New Mexican will eyes of aK possible buyw
Panama-Californi-

;
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Smallest and Largest House In New
York.
The largest house In New York Is
the residence of Charles M. Schwab,
president of the Bethlehem Steel company and former bead of the street
trust It occupies the entire block on
Riverside drive between Seventy-Thirand Seventy-Fourtstreets, and It
cost more than $7,000,000 to build and
furnish. For Its site alone Mr.
Schwab paid $865,000 nearly ten years
go.
The smallest house In New York Is
the northeast corner of Melrose avenue and One Hundred and Sixty-Firs- t
street. It is owned by Henry Ubel- hor, a tailor, who makes bis home on
the second floor and uses the first
floor for his business. It Is twenty-nin- e
feet long, but only three feet
eight and a quarter Inches wide. In
fact It is so narrow that two persons
cannot pass each other without
squeezing. Fortunately for Its owner.
It has i. large basement extending un
der the sidewalk, and this is used as
a workshop.
d

h

Played a Lone Hand.
An old army officer, according to
Mrs. Custer, bad a
boy who
never tired of war stories. Again and
again they were related to him till be
knew them so well that be would not
permit the slightest variation.
"The story is a little rough on me,"
said the officer, "but If you know a
child, you know that he wants a plentiful sprinkling of I's, and nothing told
In the third person. So I kept on as
he demanded, till 'one day be looked
up In my face and said:
" 'Father, couldn't you get any one
to help you put down the rebellion !' "
An Average.

A western representative In congress was talking one day of his record while in that body. "I'm not
ashamed of it," said he. "I think I've
done very well, on the whole. When
I reflect upon it, I am reminded of an
epitaph that I saw once in an old
burying-grounin a country town of
my stater
"This epitaph devoted a verse of
four lines to the virtues of the good
man who lay beneath the stone, and
concluded with this line in prose:
"'He averaged well for this vicinity.' " Lippincott's.
d

In 2011.
So she

hasn't a good
claim to belong to our Daughters of
Aristocratic Lineage society?
Second Member No, indeed, I
have fully Investigated her case and
her ancestor only went south with the
New York team in 1911, and was then
sent back to the minors. History
doesnt show that he ever played in a
big league game in his life. Puck.
First Member

8AM E OLD 8TORY.

A Wonderful

Clock.

A very

interesting electrical clock
was exhibited at a recent American
This clock is different
exposition.
from the ordinary in having no hands.
Minutes are indicated by means of 60
radial rows of light each containing
electric globes. The hours are in
dicated by shorter rows of colored
lights. In place of the hands, two
lines of lights sweep over the face
oi tne dial, one indicating minutes and
the other hours. Each second the Illumination in an outer circle of lights
move forward one lamp, and when an
entire circuit has been completed, the
row of minute lights is advanced nn
Interval.
The hour hand moves at
five minute Intervals.
The dial is
formed on the face of a huge pendl-Ium- ,
which swings to and fro over an
arc of 15 feet' The pendulum is 8
feet long, and its weight, with the
lamps and 11,000 connections re.
quired, is 3,000 pounds. Over a mile
or wire was used in making the connections of the clock
Anolent Coffee Found Good.
While tearing down the centurv.
Fisher mansion which
had gone to ruin through neglect, in
Jamaica Plain, Boston, the workmen
the other day came across a 150-pound canister of coffee stored away
in a blind attic, which they discovered on removing the roof. The workmen distributed the coffee among the
neighboring residents, who declared
that a small spoonful of the coffee
was sufficient for a family of ten. The
flavor the residents declared was delicious. In an
canister, the
coffee had Increased in strength and
flavor. It has been stored away for
probably over 125 years, the early
dwellers in the Fisher house probably
laying In a supply at the time of the
tea tax, which helped to bring on
the revolution.
.

rapr
Knew the Story.
story is told by a French paper
of two provincials, a man and his
in
wife, who visited the Louvre,
Paris.
"What struck you moBt at the
Louvre?" asked one of their friends
when they returned home and began
to tell of the wonders they had seen.
"Oh," replied the husband, "a picture which represented Adam and
Eve, with the apple and serpent"
And his excellent wife chimed in:
"Yes, we found that very interesting, because, you know, we knew the
A

anecdote."

Thought They Did It
Two young Americans touring Itary
for the first time stopped off one nlgbt
at Pisa where they fell in with a
party at a cafe. Going hilariously home one pushed the other against
a building and held him there.
"Great heavens!" cried the man next
the wall, suddenly glancing up at the
structure above him. "See what we're
doing!" Both roysterers fled.
They left town on an early morning train, not thinking It safe to stay
over and see the famous leaning tower. Success.
car-niv-

Favorite Fiction.
"Warranted to Keep in Any Climate."
"Passengers Will Please Keep Their
Feet Off the Seats."
"Mr. and Mrs, Leeder Are Going to
Europe for the Summer."
"I'd Tip You, Walter, if I Had Anything Less than a $20 BUI."
"Trips to the Holy Land."
"The Band Then Played 'America.' "
"Lamb Chops."
ONE LESSON ENOUGH.

the

horrified

Marital Amenities.
She Do you remember
the first
time we met?
He Yes. I was a real estate agent,
and you came to my office looking for

a

flat--.-

-:

She (savagely)

Well, I found one.

'

First Church In America.
The first Christian church . ever
1
erected 1ti the new world was built
on the north coast of Santo Domingo
by Christopher Columbus.- - When he
returned from Spain on his second
voyage In 1493, finding the fort he
had erected at Navidad destroyed and
the garrison iCassacred, he retraced
A Hint
his steps to a small but sheltered har"
He Did you ever try the absent bor near Monte Chrlstl where he disembarked his weary men and munitreatment, MIbs Qussle?
She (brightening)
No, but I should tions and provisions and built a town
love to. Can't you give me a trial of which he called Isabella. One of its
It now?
buildings was a church. King Ferdinand sent a bell which hung In the
steeple of the church, which was dedl
The Way They All Achieve It
1 am anxious to become a finished cated to St Michael.

.,
Unsafe.
wish you would look at my ma
chine and see what ails it"
"What do you think ails it?"
"1 don't know; all I know Is that
very time I hit a man the steering
tear wobbles."

aviator."
Women Vote In Ballze.
"You will achieve your ambition the
Women will vote In Belize, the capifirst time one of your wings crumples
tal of British Honduras, the city counin."
cil having granted them that right
Scores of women have applied for regShorn.
istration papers since the council dewas
sue"Miss Ella,
your baser a
cided that women owning property or
jessr
householders should have the
"Glorious! Ail tne men had to being to
vote for members of that
walk home " Meggendorf er Blaetter. right
body- i ook n easy.
"What did you do during your three
The Fisherman.
months in Europe?"
He sat all day,
The sun was hot
"Most of the time , I sat around
And, sad' to say,.
waiting for my wits to get rid of ber
No bite he eot
headaches."
1

...

,
.

Too Bad.
She will not swhn
I'll tell you why:
BhB'e

f.

WALTER

-

Santa Fe,

-

New Mexico

HOLT A SUTHERLAND

7.30.

Attorneys-nt-La-

l.

not long ago:
"Say," remarked a passenger to his
companion, reverting to a topic they
had dropped for an interval, "1 don't
believe I'll buy that E
piano, after
all."
"Why not?"
"Well, the makers are big advertisers, aren't they? They advertise in
pretty nearly all the magazines, don't

stock.

C. E. Hartley.

H. H. DORMAN,

Master
E. LINNEY.

Attorney-at-Lav-

Santa Fe Chapter Ne.

1. R. A. M.

convocation

for Business.
'1 understand you saw a very large
Iceberg while crossing the Atlantio
last week?"
"Oh, yes. And when I gazed at its
huge bare walls it seemed a pity
that so much valuable advertising
space should be going to waste."
An Eye

'
True 8aying.
suppose you find that a baby
brightens up the house," said the
bachelor to a friend who was showing
oft the first baby.
,
"Yes," was the semi-sareply, "we
burn twice the gas we used to!"

1

d

The Voice of the 8keptlc
"What a liar Bankhead Is."
"Why do you say that?"
He has Just got home after having
been away on a four weeks' trip with
his wife and three children, and he
claims that he enjoyed himself."
Habit
The telephone girl was on her vacation and fishing. Someone in another
boat called "Hello!" Just then she
got a bite. "Line's busy!" she answered.

Browning's Magazine."

Rlalto Gossip. ;
"That actor claims to have inherited the mantle of Edwin Forrest"
"Those stories are safe in the Summertime. I know several actors who
claim to own fur overcoats." ;
At a Summer Resort
'

"Any old legends connected

with

this placer
"Yes, there's a legend that 'the betel used to be good once upon a time.
That's what brought me here."
Another Kind.
"Willie, your uncle has Just given
you anotner pieuge oi ms affection.
Why don't you return It?"
"Return it? My dear, I am always
riving my uncle pledges."
,

Moral Concern.
"That fellow thinks he has a Ueeuse
' .
dear, you should not think so to flirt, but hell get his."
"Pop, what's the proletariat?"
"WTlV Ma aenae tf aamvlHr"
,ch of being beautiful, Modest
.;.
"The proletariat, my son? The proVtfc m worth more than mCTu.' I "Oh, he was divorced
seme Judge letariat r is
by
ZT.
it's
.7"
ZJ1T
I
t
rYet. but it dont so so far in t--.
v. t..
.ui,
something that's not At to explain to
WW i wnM youths, my mm."
-

ell,

Regular

second

Monday of eacb month
at Masonic Hall at

7:30

p. m.

JOHN H. WALKER,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

f

M2l
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1

they?"
"Sure they do. But what of It?"

"Well, when I pay 400 for that piano, I figure about $50 Is going into
their advertising expenses. And 1
don't see why I can'l get as good a
piano of a make not advertised so
much, and save the difference."
On the first hearing, the argument
sounded reasonable.
But was It?
The two friends Bad spent several
hours in the city, going the round of
the piano dealers, looking for an ordinarily good instrument to be bougbt
He himself,
by the first .speaker.
while a smart man of business in his
own line, was without technical knowledge of piano values, and had there1
fore taken along his friend, a pianist
and musical man, to help htm make a
selection.
Together they bad seen
and beard many Instruments of vari
ous makes, and after comparing price,
appearance and tone, the final choice
was favorable to the
E
, although the circumstance of
Its being so widely advertised had not
occurred to them, nor influenced their
choice.
"Well, now," went on the musical
adviser, "which one of the other
makes came nearest your idea of a
fair price, knocking off what you suppose the people have to put on for advertising?"
"Why, there was that B
make,
at $360. It seamed pretty good to me
Didn't it to you?"
"Yes. It did; Just as good as tbe
E
; but It has the name of not
standing up so well with use. As a
matter of fact, most pianos of the
grade we have been looking at sound
much the same when new. The test
comes with use; and that $50 you
think you would be paying the E
people for advertising more likely
represents that much more value in
altimate wearing qualities."
"Oh, I don't know about that Some
body's got to pay for all that advertising, and It seems to me It's the
Before we decide we'll go
buyer.
Into Qand see what we can do
d

a,

o

,-

a

Secretary.

DR.

8
is another city in the neighborhood, and thither, a few days later,
the two friends Journeyed, to spend
more time in piano hunting. The result was practically the same as before. But for slight variations of dealers' discount, within the price limit
set by the prospective purchaser the
E
piano still held first favorite,
and was ultimately bought
Had the buyer, then, as be imagined, really paid out $50 as a sort of
advertising tax, for which he received
Hoax- - That beggar told me that I
do actual value? Not at all.
Manufacturers of any largely adver was his "succor in the time of need."
Joax Yes, you were the sucker, all
tised article, whether piano, crackers,
or chewing gum, making and selling right
hundreds as against units of non-avertlsed brands, so distribute and abNo Zest In Loafing.
sorb their advertising expenses as to
make the quota of the individual buy ataa, the poor old millionaire!
No fun la It for him to shirk
er very small. And such trifling and
y
here and there-- He
tribute as he does pay Is more than
knows he doesn't have to work)
returned to him; for the manufactur
er, by reason of Immense sales and
Acme of Bliss.
continual revenues, is all the better
Cholly My bwother is in luck. He
able to put into his product the very got a place as floorwalkah In a dry
best of material and skill, thus as- goods store. He is there sixteen hours
suring the purchaser not a dearer, but a day.
article.
In the end a money-savinAwther I cawn't see the luck.
Cholly You cawn't? Why, hit
It is rather tbe maker of the non- advertised, or only spasmodically adpawnts can nevah bug at the knees.
vertised article, who must put on a
bis profit over and above its lntrln
The Course of Development.
sio value. In order to bring paying re
"Have they gone any depth in thai
turns on his limited sales.
mine you Invested In?"
"No," replied Mr. Hardluck. "Noth
So, then. Instead of "paying for" big
advertising, the man who thinks be is lng about that enterprise has mad
downward
"on to the game" and will not patron
progress except th
Ize those who play it, Is really paying .values."
one
case
for not advertising. ,In the
Countless.
(would he buy from the advertiser) he
"The telephone Is 30 years old."
would become a purchasing partner
'1 wonder how many million tlmei
and profit sharer in a concern having in the last 30 years 'Central' has said
we
buty
a turnover of millions.
line's busy.' "
tag" method, whereby he thinks itu foxy
to dodge the advertising uix.
Literal Reminiscence.
oheerfully contributing to the profits
"Why do you object to meeting thi
nf the
To those on tbe Inside, the fore- dentist socially?"
com"Because he gets on my nerves."
going may seem to be the veriest
economics;
of
advertising
monplaces
A Pleasing Thought
but to the sort of man represented by
Oh, 'where's the bard
the piano purchaser, it simply has noty
Who oould not rhyme,
occurred to analyze the effeot of a
. However hard,
'Bout turkey time?
campaign of which he himself
could not help but taae awe.
Careful Guardian.
Mistress I should like to know
what business that policeman has in
The basis of present-damy kitchen every night In the week?
not
Is
"Let
the
salesmanship
Pretty Servant Please, mum, I
"Give
the
but
buyer beware"
he suspicions me of neglectln'
think
le
It
buyer his money's worth,"
me work er somethln'.
no longer one sale end away
but one sale snd come sgaln.
Appearances of Wealth.
Tattered Thomas De woman ovir
dat house fought I wus one uv dem
rich guys!
A Valuable Man.
Husky Henry How'd yer know?
"Yes, he had some rare trouble with
Tattered Thomas She sed I look'd
his eyes," said the celebrated oculist
"Every time be went to read be would ttke 30 cents.
read double."
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
"Poor fellow," remarked tbe sympathetic person. "I suppose thai Inter- Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
fered with his holding a good posiOct 14. 1911.
tion?"
Notice Is hereby given that Bonifa
"Not at all The gas company gobbled him up and gave him a lucrative cio Sandoval of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Not. 12, 191L made Homestead
foblwsgtaitgas

"trr
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Secretary.

Practice in the District and Su
TEACHER with highest Qualifica
tions and credentials will nay usual preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
Santa Fe Commander?
commission for good position any attention given to all business.
T
KTa
-t V T
New Mexico
thing on the square. Address Teacher, Banta Fe.
Monfourth
conclave
Box 394, Santa Fe, N. M.
in parh month At
i da.v
G. W. PRICHARD
.
: A unti
r
ai nr.dwu
Text-boojuruuiv noil
FOR SALE
on Paraeon
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
m.
p.
Shorthand. Learned in one week.
Practice in all the District Court
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
Writers in government employ. Can and gives special attention to cases
W. E. GRIFFIN. Recorder.
be learned without a teacher.
before
the
Price
Territorial Supreme Court
reasonable. Address, H. M., P. O. Box Office: Laughlln Blk, Santa Fa. N. M
Santa Fe ixdge of
313, City.
(3t)
Perfection No. 1, 14th
HARRY D. MOULTOU
degree. Ancient and AcTYPEWRITERS.
cepted Scottish Rite of
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nev
Attorney-at-LaFree Masonry meets on
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
the third Monday of each month
plies.
Typewriters sold. excbaneeC
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
and rented. Standard makes handled
Masonic Hall, south side of Plata.
M.
All repair work and tvuewrites cuar
N.
Santa Fe,
Visiting Fcotlsh Rite Masons are coranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
Formerly Special Agent G. L- - O.
Phone 231.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty dially invited to attend.
change.
S. G. CARTWRIG HT, 32.
Venerable Master.
Chas. R. Easley
"A CHILD 8HALL LEAD THEM." Chaa. F. Easley.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
EASLEY & EASLEY.
Secretary.
Attorneys at Law.
It was in Boston.
Practice in tbe courts and before
They were having a "difference."
& P. O. E.
"After careful cogitation," said he, Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
fianta Fe Lodge No.
"I am firmly convinced that I display460, B. P. O. E. holds
ed a deplorable lack of discernment In Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Eetaa-clN. M.
its regular session on
choosing you as the partner of my joys
the second and fourth
and sorrows."
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
"You are correct," said she, "and I
Wednesday of each
Attorneys-at-Lamonth. Visiting broth
am sure that I must have been sufPractice in all the Courts and Beers are invited aad
fering under a mental aberration to
welcome.
have given an affirmative answer to fore the Interior Department.
New Mexico.
Taos,
CARL A. BISHOP.
your impassioned pleading."
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
"I have realized," said Bartholomew,
H. L. ORTIZ,
the
Secretary.
progeny, as he stepped
from the nursery, "I have realized for
Attorney and counseilor-at-Laseveral years that my parental affiliaPracticing before all the courts is
tions were uncongenial, I might al- the Territory.
- New Mexico
most say distasteful. But I have deem- Santa Fe
ed It my duty to continue as 'the tie
that binds.' Now I must insist that
PROBERT & COMPANY
unless you show to each other the
Investments
.courtesies due my Immediate ancesIndependent Order of Beavers.
Bonds & Stocks.
Mines,
Lads,
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, 1. O. B. helur
tors I shall be forced to repudiate my
Money Loaned for Investors
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
relationship."
We have for sale general stocks oi first and third
They embraced. Again a little child
Friday. Visiting BrothYard
Retail
Lumber
Merchandise,
ers are always welcome.
had won. Brooklyn Life.
and other Business Opportunities
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
throughout Tarn oounty.
n i
President
EA8Y MONEY.
Bank References Furnished.
J. NETS,
Mexico.
New
Taos,
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slim
She's 'shamed to try.

just

My

.

FURNISHED room, with light, heat
and bath for gent This office.

i

PAUL A.

Attorney-st-La-

-

J

-

Six room house, with

D. S. Lowitzki.

there."

parties resolved to erect two crucifixes. At the consecration the other
morning, the Slovaks mocked at the
cross of the Roumanians, and vice
versa, ana after the sermon of the
Roumanian Pone a free flsrht follow.
V
ed, knives and, later, hayforks being
"So you don't believe in a man
rreeiy usea. Alter the excited crowds marrying his deceased wife's sister?"
same
111
She
bet you've said the
had been dispersed by soldiers, 13
"No, sir. Any man who would rush
things to a dozen girls on this same persons were found on the
ground into a thing like that doesn't deserve
bench.
injured, while one man was to lose his wife."
He I ain't, neither. This bench's seriously
ueaa.
a
so
there!
here
been
week,
only

country."
"Where?" ejaculated
American.
"In Wall street"

i

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. It A. M.
Regular commune
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic
Hall a

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

two-year-

--

The Place for 'Em.
' "You needn't talk about our brutal
ports," said the Spaniard. "I've seen
bull fights and bear pits in your own

Talks

Fraternal Societies

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

FOR RENT Eight room house. 113
Practice In tie Dletrl t Court as
East De Vargas. Apply Geo. M. Kin-sel- well as before the Supreme Court ok CHAS.
the territory.
Manufacturer Who Believes In PubNew Mexico.
Las Cruces,
FOR SALE 4x5 Camera complete
licity Able to Turn Out Better
with tripod and all attachments. Call
and Cheaper Article.
C. W. G. WARD
at 128 Galisteo St.
Territorial District Attorn y
The following exchange of Ideas, or
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
FOR SALE 1000 one and
the sense of them, occurred on a car
New Mexico.
Ias
Vegas,
running out from a Connecticut city old Shropshire Rams, ell A. No. 1
E. C. ABBOTT

air-tig- ht

Prayer'on a Grain of Wheat
Prayers have been written and en
graved on many very small objects,
but only one person has been patient
and painstaking enough to Inscribe a
complete prayer on a grain of wheat
One day Sir Moses Monteflore re
ceived a small tin box in the mall. On
the cover of the box was written: "A
prayer for Sir Moses Monteflore, by
Bauch Mordecal, son of Zezl Hirsch
of Jerusalem." The
Schelnemann,
box contained a single grain of wheat,
on which were inscribed in characters
so small that they could only be read
with the aid of a powerful microscope,
the 886 Hebrew letters of the prayer,
and the date of the year (Hebrew
reckoning), 6645. Sir Moses kept the
prayer in his private desk until he
died, and it is now preserved with religious care by one of his friends.

furniture.

WHO PAYS FOR ADVERTISING?

Fought Over Crucifixes.
The consecration of two crucifixes
In the cemetery at Mezoblbacs, Hungary, was marred bv a terrible Hnt
and free fight which broke out
amongst the spectators. The Rlnvalr
and Roumanian inhabitants of the vil
lage decided to erect a crucifix in the
cemetery, but as they could not agree
regarding some trifling details, the

8klnny.
I know a certain damozel
I sure would hate to be her,
'Cause, when she's in the water well.
You simply ought to see her!

FOR RENT

I
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Advertising

1

M.

F. W. FARMER

DIAZ,

JW.

Homestead

RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 21 6 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
OFFICE HOURS,

1

to 3 P.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second

aad Fourth Thure
days, Fireman's
Hall. H. Foreman,

M

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.

A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy

Fanner.

D- -

Santa Fe Came

Diseases.

Genito-Urinar- y

13514,

THE WASSERMAN & NOOUCH'
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
ADMINISTERED.

N

M.

W.

A.

neets second Tuesday each month, se
clal meeting tiird
Tuesday at Elko
Hall. Vistlng neigh.

Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given op
application.
State Nat. Bank Bid., Albuquerque

No.

2879.

Phone, 220 Black

bor

welcome.

A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.

M

Santa Fe Camp No
667$, R. N. A. meets
fourth Tuesday of
each month; so
cial meeting third
Tuesday at Elks

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.

dilly-dall-

-

J.

Vlaitlnt

Halt

Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment

neighbors welcome
NETTIE VICKROf Ora U.

FLORENCE RISING.
.
j
Recorder.
i
and
Surgeon.
Physician
Office and Residence
Washington
nooma to Re.!1 f
Have you
Ave. next door to Public Library.
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
A little campaign Want advertls sk'1
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
in the New Mexican will keep the'
come from your furnished rooms fj."
Phone Black 47.
The classified columns are
.'lapsing.
for SE
Section 33, always looked up closely and it will
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M. pay you well to use them.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above de- MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
FOR GOVERNMENT
POSITIONS.
scribed, before Register or Receiver
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Free booklet tells about 360,000
on the 21st day of Nov. 1911.
protected positions in U.8. Civil SerMore than 40,000 vacancies
vice.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Fernandez Armijo, Dionicio Sando- every year, lifetime employment
val, Placido Armijo, and Maximo Ur- Easy to get Just ask tor examinaNew Mexico Civil Sertion booklet
ban, all of Pecos, N. M.
vice School, Albuquerque, N. M, Box
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register. 45Z
STANDLEY

G. SMALL, M. D.

-'.

',

1--

10265-0797-

--

THE PALACE

pub-liclt-

HOTELS

AND

THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Now Under

thelSime'Manarement.

y

The only GOOD HOTELS In the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
en suit with private bath, Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Large Sample Rooms.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor

f

metei.-JUpplnot-

t'e,

Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run Day
Finishes
222

Ssi

Night.

teas li cwerf ion. lot 4 Cold

Frt::

Street

Regular Meals 25c.
Baths.

Electric

U;tU

it
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GERMAN-MILLE-

i ess"

FLOUR

every Baking Problem,
Firver.-Whit- er

More Uniform
ard
LARABEES
Made

Famous
4

by

GERMAN

PROCESS,

ROGERS SILVERWARE!

A

COUPON IN EVERY.SACKiJ

R ANDREWS,

Grocery, Bakery and Market,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Phone No. 4.
WE RECOMMEND TO

YOU THE

The kind of a watch that will give you, your ton, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD
W
have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
s
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased In an
We
ask
cases.
14
18kt.
and
gold
of
distinctive, original
variety
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.
end-les-

" It's the Watch for You."

NOTE Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try

I
I

--

I
I
I

I
I

nt

it.

DAVID LOWITZKI,
Dealer in New and

m

repair-departme-

Second-Han-

d

)

to-morr-

3O

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,

m

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.

O

New and

Second-Han-

d

Second-Han- d

Goods.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

Steaks
12 U2c

All

Boiling Beef,

BEEF

12

l--

P O R K
20c

.

17

2c

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Phone Black 12.

R.--

We are
Thanksgiving
Turkeys
ready to take yoar order now. F.
The best program yet at the Elks' child. The funeral will take place at
from
8 o'clock tomorrow
morning
tonight
Akers-Wag- your signature Embossed on your Guadalupe church. The
company nav
pecket knife handle is the latest from ner Undertaking
oI
the
arrangements.
i
cnarSe
Germany at GOEBELS.
Junior Auxiliary The Junior Auxil- For the next 30 days a11 flressmak-maiary will meet with Miss Anna Dor-nn Satnriav oftomn
o.oningat reduced rates; satisfactionMrs. Krueger, 125 Pal; guaranteed.
p. m.
ace Ave.
Montezuma

Sausage, .
Spare Ribs,

c

Lodge Special Meeting
Montezuma
Ledge No. 1, A. F. & A. M., will be
held this evening to confer the B. A.
degree.
Another Feature at the Elks' Sun-danight. Mr. Charles Sapp will
sing. Hear him.
Adolf Seligman Dry Goods Company
has a change of advertisement in to-day's issue that will interest the wise
buyer. A visit to the store will be ap- A

Rolled Ribbed Roasts, 20c
Whole Rump Roast, . 10c

5c & 7c
10 & 12c

,

Pot Roasts, .

Steaks

All

15c. lb
12 1.2

MUTTON
V E A L

special meeting of

L

BOYLE, Manager.

Gallagher of California, ten minutes
before midnight, the last hour at
which resolutions could be offered. It
was referred to the committee on
president's report. It is regarded as
almost certain that it will precipitate
a big fight on the floor.
AGAINST STATES RIGHTS
AND PARCELS POST.

(By Special tased Wire to New Mexican)
DISSENSION IN AMERICAN
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. IV. After a
FEDERATION OF LABOR.
rigorous debate, the
Congress today adopted the report
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 17. The resolu of the committee on resolutions, detion to apropriate $50,000 for the de- claring against state's rights and the
fense of the McNamaras was intro parcels post. A. C. Trumbo, of Musduced in the American Federation of kogee, Oklahoma, was elected
Labor convention by Delegate A. J.

predated.

Apples Order your winter apples
now, f2.50 per bbl (150 lbs.) Casner
Ranch. Phone Black 33126.

You are cordially invited to visit
Hayward's market. It is THE place
of the city where you can get what
. 12 l-you want
D. & R. GS. is Open
The Denver &
Rio Grande railroad announces that
beginning with today the line is open
through Antonito to Durango and that
the Rio Grande Southern is open via.
and look at the price.
Something fine in Native Veal
Durango to Dolores and Mancos. The
l-.
.
.
.
.
15c
12
Cutletts,
Roast,
Farmington and Silverton branches
3 lbs 25c
Chops, . . . - . 2 lbs 25c are still closed.
Stew,
See President Taft at the Elks tonight
The Thermometer almost went to
zero and that means that you want to
provide extra protection. Read the
Fine
Fine
Fine
advertisement of Seligman Brothers
Forequtrs, . . 15c lb on page five. This is one of the oldHindqutrs, . . . 20c lb
est and best established business
AS WE TOLD YOU SOME TIME AGO, houses in the territory.
SPUDS ARE GOING UP. We are going
LADIES TAILORS.
Select your
to sell them 12 lbs for 25c, for CASH only, goods today of us. Special attention
and no telephone orders sent out, as we want you to come to the given to designing of evening robes
market and see our fine line of meats, and that is our only reason and wraps. W. H. Goebel Co.
B. M. Read's History Hon. B. M.
for selling them at this price.
Read has completed the laborious task
of preparing the copy for the English
POULTRY edition of his history and it will be
POULTRY
Hens, Turkeys, Spring Chix
on the market at an early date. It is
authoritative and includes
of many documents never before pub-

Loin Chops, . .
Shoulder Chops,

3 lbs for 25c
15c
. . .

Stew,
Legs,

GARDENS,

Besides All Other Flowers Now in Season.

n

Ti

25c. per lb
All

m

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

2 lbs 25c
2c

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
415 Palace Avenue.

Phone. Black 204.

2c

A M

BUTTER

kinds of Vegetables.

2--J
PHONE

PHONE 56 BLACK.

CLARENDON

1

B

25c per lb

70

Highest jCash Price Paid for

AT THE

"

X
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 17.
X The weather for New Mexico X
X is fair tonight and colder in
south portion. Saturday fair. XI

to-morr- ow

$1.00 to $2.00 per Dozen

P ROSES

S

NOVEMBER 18, 1914.

POTATOES!

c

UJ

Q

MARKET

PHONE

What is the use talking; about the high cost of
living, then turn around and go to the phone and
order your meats and let somebody "sting" you?
Come down yourself
to Hayward's Market and bring the CASH and buy what you want and
save money on every purchase. Look at the price
on beef
then look at your bill and see
what yon paid yesterday.

,

SPITZ, THE JEWELER

'S

rue nmiv onnun iid
92 Kill ii mm iL

" QUANTITY AND QUALITY "

Loin Chops,
Loin Roasts,

GPEN

I

92

PHONE

the answer to

It's

1

D

THURSDAY,

SANTA FE, N. M.

32

Try our Celery-- It's

'5

fine

PHONE

92

REQUIRES 30 MINUTES

lished. See advertisement.FOR SALE One of best business
propositions in the city can make $200

to

350 per month;
O. C. Watson Co.

of

g

Work.

(ASK YOUR WIFE.)

price reasonable.

Miss Vicente Montoya Dead Mrs.
Vicente Montoya died of chronic rheumatism last night at her home on Agua
Fria Rt.roet. She vae
vtra nf
and was born and brought
up In - Santa
...
Fe. ri
dub lleaves it wiuuwer ana one

Back-Breakm-

REQUIRES 3 MINUTES
and a

Universal" Bread
(ASK

iviaKer.

YOUR NEIGHBOR.)

The New Way is Simple, Sure and Sanitary and the "Universal"
Art.
is the Acme of the Labor-Save- rs'
SOLD BY

Bread Machine

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.,
'

Cash or Easy Payments.

STORE
That Handles the Best Make of Shoes for Men and Women
in the United States.
r

L'

,

HANAN SHOES FOR MEN and QUEEN QUALITY FOR
WOMEN. They are REMARKABLE qualities. Isn't it remark-

able to find a Shoe Department where you can ask for any kind
of a shoe that is desirable and good and have the salesman
say, "Here it is?" ISN'T IT REMARKABLE to find a big
stack of shining new styles ?
A RKARI F tAT YOU ARE ABLE TO COUNT ON ONE STORE for the best possible values,
RFM
KN'T1 IT
11 llLlHAllliilDLL the best possible qualities and the best possible service in fitting your feet corlui

rectly, stylish and comfortably? ISN'T IT REMARKABLE TO FIND A SHOE DEPARTMENT that never asks you more
for a shoe than you are willing to pay. Lots of other REMARKABLE THINGS about our Reliable Shoe Department

Come and See for Yourself
,

--

$3 JO, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00 and $6.00

-

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
!

'

